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I. BACKGROUND

International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") operates, in accordance with Source

Material License No. SUA-1358 issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC"), a uranium processing mill called the White Mesa Mill in Blanding, Utah (the "Mill").

The Mill processes uranium-bearing material to extract the uranium therefrom. Residuals, or

"tailings," from this process, defined as "11 e.(2) byproduct material," are disposed of in an

NRC-licensed "cell" or impoundment at the Mill. IUSA's Mill is regulated by NRC, pursuant to

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control

Act of 1978, as amended, as effectuated by NRC's regulations set forth at 10 C.F.R. Part 40

(including Appendix A) and applicable NRC guidance documents.
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Procedural Status:

On March 3, 1998, IUSA requested that NRC amend IUSA's Source Material License to

include a performance-based licensing provision that would allow the Mill to accept for

processing "alternate feed materials" (i.e., feed materials other than natural ore) from unspecified

sources if certain procedures and safeguards are followed. That request remains under review by

NRC and is not the subject of this proceeding.'

On May 8, 1998, IUSA requested that NRC amend IUSA's Source Material License to

allow the Mill to process uranium-bearing materials from the Ashland 2 Formerly Utilized Sites

Remedial Action Program site near Tonawanda, New York ("Ashland 2 material"). NRC

granted IUSA's license amendment to process Ashland 2 material on June 23, 1998. The State of

Utah ("State") filed a Request for Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene on or about July

23, 1998. Envirocare of Utah, Inc., filed a Request for Hearing on or about the same date. Both

Requests are made pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L. These requests were served on

licensee on July 23 and 24, 1998, respectively. Licensee, IUSA, timely files this response to

Envirocare's Request for Hearing.

• In fact, no hearing was requested by any party with regard to IUSA's request for a performance-based license
amendment. The time for requesting such a hearing has expired. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205.
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II. ARGUMENT

A. Envirocare Lacks Standing To Request A Hearing

Pursuant to Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C.

§ 2239(a) ("AEA"), the Commission must honor a request for a hearing from any person "whose

interest may be affected by the proceeding." 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a). To determine whether a

particular "interest" is an appropriate basis on which to grant a hearing, the Commission must

look to judicial concepts of standing. • A Memorandum and Order issued by the Commission

only days ago in Quivira Mining, is particularly instructive regarding Petitioner Envirocare's

lack of standing in the instant case. 3/

In Ouivira, as here, Petitioner Envirocare sought a hearing and leave to intervene to

challenge a materials license amendment which would allow the licensee to accept l Ie. (2)

material from outside generators. Envirocare argued in its petition that the license amendment

allowed Quivira to become a commercial disposal facility like Envirocare, but that NRC did not

impose upon Quivira the same regulatory standards as were imposed upon Envirocare. The

Licensing Board found that Envirocare lacked standing to challenge Quivira's license amendment

and dismissed the proceeding.!' Envirocare appealed the Board's decision to the Conumission.

Z Portland General Elec. Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27; see also NRC Staff Practice
and Procedure Digest (July 1997), at 46-47.

L_40-8905-MLA (July 17, 1998); Memorandum and Order attached hereto as Exhibit I.

i'LBP-97-20 (1997).
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In a lengthy Memorandum and Order issued July 17, 1998, Commissioners Diaz and

MeGaffigan and Chairman Jackson affirmed the Board's determination that Envirocare lacked

standing to challenge the license amendment.

To demonstrate standing in Commission licensing proceedings
under § 189a, a petitioner must allege a particularized injury that is
fairly traceable to the challenged action and is likely to be
redressed by a favorable decision. Injury must be "actual or
imminent." Consistent with an additional, so-called "prudential"
requirement of standing, the Commission also has required the
petitioner's interest to fall, arguably, within the "zone of interests"
protected or regulated by the governing statute(s) -- here, the AEA
and NEPA.... At bottom, the standing analysis seeks to determine
"whether Congress intended for a particular class of plaintiffs to be
relied upon to challenge an agency's disregard of the law."

Quivira at 5 (citations omitted). Finding that "Envirocare meets the actual injury test but fails the

zone of interests requirement," the Commission called "the question of 'competitor standing' ...

essentially a matter of first impression for the Commission," and saw fit to "lay out our reasoning

at some length."'

The Commission agreed with the Licensing Board that "Envirocare has shown sufficient

injury in fact for standing.... through an alleged inappropriately lax licensing of the Quivira

facility, Quivira will have an unfair competitive edge over Envirocare.... There is no question

that 'increased competition represents a cognizable Article III injury.' (citation omitted) ... And

if, as Envirocare argues, Quivira obtained improper licensing advantages in violation of the

AEA, it is certainly conceivable that these allegedly insufficient license requirements could be

EId.
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remedied through the imposition of additional license conditions or through invalidating the

Quivira license. . 6/

1. Alleged injury is not within the zone of interest protected by NEPA.

Having determined that Envirocare had satisfactorily demonstrated injury in fact, the

Commission turned its inquiry to whether "the asserted injury is arguably within the zone of

interests protected or regulated by the statute at issue ... Envirocare argues that its economic

injury as a competitor falls within the zone of interests of both the National Environmental

Policy Act and the Atomic Energy Act. The Licensing Board rejected both these claims

and so do we." 7'

Envirocare's argument that, so long as the challenged Agency action has an

environmental impact somewhere, its economic injury is within the zone of interests protected by

NEPA, was dismissed by the Commission:

We find Envirocare's position inconsistent with a long line of
judicial cases. NEPA's purpose is to protect the environment, "not
the economic interests of those adversely affected by agency
decisions." (citations omitted). A petitioner who suffers only
economic injury has no standing to bring a challenge under NEPA.
(citation omitted). Indeed, parties whose motivation is solely
"economic self-interest and welfare are singularly inappropriate
parties to be entrusted with the responsibility of asserting the
public's environmental interest." (citation omitted). An interest in
"economic well-being vis-a-vis competitors is clearly not within
the zone of interests" of NEPA, which was "not designed to
prevent the loss of profits." (citation omitted) ... Parties affected
solely by economic harm should not be able to use NEPA "as a
device" to "thwart governmental activity under the guise of
environmental interest" simply by "invoking the magic word

6 Id. at 7. As demonstrated hereafter, IUSA has received no improper licensing advantages in violation of the AEA.

Id. at 7-8 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
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'environment,' when their injury has factually nothing to do with
the environment." (citations omitted).'

2. Alleged injury is not within the zone of interest protected by AEA.

Having determined that "economic injury may be protected under NEPA, but only when

the economic harm is directly caused by environmental effects,"' and that Envirocare's alleged

economic injury was unrelated to any alleged environmental impact of Quivira's license, the

Commission considered whether Envirocare's alleged economic injury came within the AEA's

zone of interests. Focusing on multiple Supreme Court opinions involving "zone of interests"

and standing for alleged economic injuries, the Commission concluded that a claimed economic

injury, "unlinked to a claim of radiological injury, is not among those interests arguably

protected or regulated under the Atomic Energy Act."-''° "The petitioner "must establish that the

injury he complains of (his aggrievement, or the adverse effect upon him) falls within the 'zone

of interests' sought to be protected by the statutory provision whose violation forms the legal

basis for his complaint."'"

The Commission evaluated Envirocare's standing to challenge Quivira's license

amendment against "the two-pronged test set forth in the latest Supreme Court decision on

E ld. at 8-9. The Commission's Order also cites David J. Hayes and James A. Hourihan, "NEPA Requirements for
Private Projects," 13 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 61, 75 (1985) ("Courts should vigorously apply standing principles to
ensure that the judicial system is not clogged with economic dog-fights hidden behind 'environmental' disguises") in
support of its reasoning.

9 Id. at 10.

Id_. at 11.

L'Id. at 12; citing Air Courier Conference of America v. American Postal Workers Union, 498 U.S. 517, 524 (1991)
(rejecting postal workers' standing to press employment issues because those issues were not among the issues
addressed by the postal statutes.
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competitor standing ... (1) what are the interests 'arguably ... to be protected' by the relevant

statutory provisions; and (2) are the petitioner's interests that are affected by the challenged

agency action among them?"'' Finding "no indication in the AEA of an intent to protect the

competitor interest Envirocare asserts -- purely economic interest entirely unrelated to any

radiological harm to Envirocare,'"' the Commission concluded that Envirocare lacked standing

to challenge Quivira's license amendment.

The basis of Envirocare's present request for a hearing is that: (1) NRC did not follow its

internal guidance on disposal of non-1 le. (2) byproduct material; (2) the license amendment

application does not meet requirements of the AEA and regulations promulgated pursuant

thereto; and (3) the license amendment is inconsistent with NEPA and NRC's application of

NEPA to Envirocare's license application.- Although Envirocare has labored to conform the

instant pleadings to the standing requirements articulated by the Commission in Ouivira, these

allegations essentially are identical to those rejected by the Commission in that proceeding.15

For example, Envirocare asserts: it is "placed at a severe competitive disadvantage" if

IUSA is not required to meet the same regulatory standards;1• IUSA's operation "might result in

harm to the public health and safety" which might result in increased regulation and higher costs

2ld.; citing National Credit Union Admin. v. First Nat'l Bank & Trust Co., 118 S. Ct. 927, 936 n,7 (1998).

LE-Luivira, supra.,at 12.

LEnvirocare's Request for Hearing at 2.

12See Request for Hearing of Envirocare of Utah, Inc.on Quivira Mining Company's Request for License
Amendment, attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

EEnvirocare's Request for Hearing at 11-12, para. 5.4.2.
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to the byproduct disposal "industry;"''/ and Envirocare's licensing required an EIS while IUSA's

license amendment did not, and that this amounts to "an unfair economic (and hence

competitive) advantage" to IUSA and "will undermine public confidence" in byproduct disposal

facilities.' Envirocare concludes that it has satisfied the "injury-in-fact" requirement by these

allegations.19

Pages 13 through 16 of Envirocare's Request for Hearing expend multiple paragraphs in

an attempt to shoe-horn Envirocare's allegations of purely economic injury into the zones of

interest addressed by the AEA and NEPA. Envirocare's Request embarks on this specious

exercise by asserting that the AEA explicitly requires NRC to "give due consideration to the

economic costs associated with possession and transfer of' byproduct material." As the

Commission expressly informed Envirocare in Quivira, however, the provision cited by

Envirocare "has nothing to do with competitors' interests. "'L

Envirocare's subsequent attempts at satisfying the "zone of interest" test are variations on

the theme that the AEA and NEPA are both "designed to protect the public health and the

environment, as well as foster the environmentally responsible growth of the nuclear energy

industry" and that "Envirocare, as a member of that industry, is in a unique postion to help ensure

2 'ld. at 12, para. 5.4.3.

LEIdW. at 12-13, para. 5.4.4, 5.4.5.

2-Id. at 13, para. 5.4.6.

MEnvirocare Request at 13, para. 5.4.7.

iLSee Quivira at 19-20.
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that NRC lives up to those statutory objectives."2' While Envirocare's laudable offer to assist

NRC is no doubt borne of a selfless regard for the public interest, it flies in the face of the

Commission's admonition that a firm such as Envirocare "might be a 'peculiarly unsuitable proxy

for those whom Congress intended to protect."'"'

As in Ouivira, Envirocare's pending request for a hearing cannot allege "economic harm.

directly caused by environmental effects"'' nor an economic interest related to radiological

harm to Envirocare.2 Rather, as in Ouivira, Envirocare's request embodies yet another2

shameless effort to misappropriate the regulatory process solely to further Envirocare's economic

interest. Envirocare lacks standing to pursue this flagrantly improper course of conduct.

B. NRC Licensing Determinations Entitled To Deference.

Even if the Presiding Officer should determine that Envirocare has established standing to

obtain a hearing on NRC's amendment of IUSA's license No. SUA-1358, NRC's licensing

decision should be upheld. As the regulatory agency authorized by statute to make licensing

determinations of the type here at issue, NRC's determination to grant IUSA's requested license

LEnvirocare Request at 13, para. 5.4.8, 5.5.10, 5.511, 5.5.12.

L'Quivira at 18; citing Hazardous Waste Treatment Council v. Thomas, 885 F.2d 918, 927 (D.C. Cir. 1989).

LSee Quivira at 10.

LEd. at 12.

1See also Umetco Minerals Corp., LBP-94-7 (1994)(petition asserting economic injuries rejected as untimely).
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amendment is entitled to substantial deference.! Deference is particularly appropriate where the

agency action at issue is technical and complex.2

Generally, actions taken by NRC have been accorded greater deference than actions taken

by other regulatory agencies. This is because the AEA gives NRC significant regulatory latitude

"virtually unique in the degree to which broad responsibility is reposed in the Commission, free

of close prescription in its charter as to how it shall proceed in achieving the statutory

objectives. "2-' NRC's determination of technical matters within its area of expertise are routinely

given deference.
30 /

In accordance with its statutory mandate and its interpretation of its own regulations,

NRC has reviewed all materials submitted by IUSA in support of its alternate feed materials

license amendment application. Based on its determination that IUSA has satisfied all conditions

for the requested amendment, NRC has issued the requested license amendment allowing IUSA

to process the Ashland 2 FUSRAP materials at IUSA's Mill. Envirocare's bald-faced attempt to

further its economic interests certainly cannot displace the deference owed the considered

technical judgments of NRC Staff. Accordingly, even in the event that the Presiding Officer

determines that Envirocare has standing, IUSA's license amendment should be upheld.

ESee, e.g., Chevron U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984).

MSee e.g., Aluminum Co. of America v. Central Lincoln People's Util. Dist., 467 U.S. 380, 390 (1984).

L Nuclear Info. Resource Serv. v. NRC, 969 F.2d 1169, 1177 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (citing Siegel v. Atomic Energy
Comm'n., 400 F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1968).

3See e.g., Environmental Defense Fund v. NRC, 902 F.2d 785, 788-89 (10th Cir. 1990).
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C. Envirocare's Claims Are Ill-Founded And Misleading.

As discussed above, this is not the first time that Envirocare has sought economic

advantage in the regulatory process. This attempt, like those that preceded it, should be

dismissed. For the record, however, several of Envirocare's allegations are so ill-founded and/or

misleading that IUSA does not want to leave them unaddressed.

IUSA suggests that one probably need look no further than page 9 of Envirocare's

Request for Hearing to get a sense of the sincerity and good faith underlying Envirocare's

Request. At paragraph 4.18, after stating,without qualification, that "the site has existing

environmental problems," there appears the bracketed inquiry, "(are there any contamination

problems at the White Mesa site???)." Envirocare's inability to cite any such problems answers

the question. In fact, the White Mesa site has had no contamination problems.

This disinclination to be saddled with the truth permeates Envirocare's Request for

Hearing. Envirocare complains that IUSA was not required to prepare an EIS.A "Envirocare

spent an estimated $1.675 million for the costs it incurred in preparing the EIS at the direction of

NRC."2- Envirocare fails to explain that the costs it incurred producing an EIS were driven up

by the need to re-do major components of its license application that NRC found to be grossly

inadequate.21 Envirocare also fails to mention that IUSA and its predecessor licensees at the

Mill have incurred, and continue to incur, substantial costs funding NRC-directed siting studies,

-- oe, e.e•., Request for Hearing, at 5, para. 4.4.

!Request for Hearing, at 4.

3--See Letter from Bernero, November 25, 1992, attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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environmental assessments (equivalent to today's EIS), license renewal and amendment reviews,

site reclamation plan development and review, and other environmental protection measures.

Envirocare complains that "NRC issued a Categorical Exclusion for IUSA's license

amendment, indicating that it would not require any environmental review to be prepared."I' In

fact, to date, NRC has determined that all alternate feed materials license amendments are

categorically exempt. Envirocare further complains that IUSA failed to comply with 10 C.F.R. §

51.20 EIS requirementsA. These requirements, however, apply to facilities licensed pursuant to

the Part 61 requirements, not Part 40.

Doggedly refusing to let the truth interfere with the points it wishes to make, Envirocare

states that NRC's grant of IUSA's license amendment was not "based upon the economic

justification submitted by IUSA [IUSA], rather NRC applied the co-disposal test. Envirocare

submits that the economic justification test is the proper method to use to determine if the

material is being processed primarily for its source material content."'' In fact, the TER states

that the license amendment was granted on the basis of both tests.371 38'

LHearing Request, at 8.

LHearing Request, at 7.

L6-Hearing Request, at 5-6, para. 4.6.

LTZLER, attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

MEnvirocare also states that "the uranium content within the material is not economical for reprocessing." Hearing
Request, at 6, para. 4.8. Envirocare precedes this statement with an attempt at calculating the average U-238 weight
of the Ashland 2 materials. This calculation, which is loosely based on older and less complete data than that
evaluated by NRC, misinterprets the data and misapprehends the significance of the site-specific guideline for what
soil is to be excavated. A more cogent review of the pertinent data, as previously provided in response to an NRC
Request for Additional Information, is attached as Exhibit 5. Perhaps what Envirocare meant to say was that
IUSA's reprocessing of the material is not economical for Envirocare.
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Envirocare alleges that NRC has failed to address the impacts that the shipment of 25,000

tons of radioactive wastes will have on the environment. These impacts can include the impact

on the highways and public roads... .9_2 NRC did evaluate the potential environmental impacts

associated with transportation of the Ashland 2 materials and determined it would have no

significant additional impact.'

Envirocare's Petition suggests that the "White Mesa site is not required to meet the same

strict standards (i.e., the Part 40 requirements) .... ,4' As discussed throughout this Response,

that suggestion is false. IUSA complies with 10 C.F.R. Part 40 in all respects, as evidenced by

the good standing of its source materials license and amendments thereto.

III. CONCLUSION

Envirocare of Utah, Inc., lacks standing to obtain the hearing it requests. Even if

Envirocare had standing to challenge NRC's grant of an amendment to IUSA's Source Materials

License SUA-13 5 8, the determination of NRC Staff to grant the amendment is entitled to

substantial deference and should be upheld. Finally, Envirocare's substantive arguments are

generally ill-founded, often misleading, and universally without any merit.

MHearin' Request, at 9.

:Se..._e TER, attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

LLearing Request, at 11, Section 5.4.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, IUSA respectfully requests that IUSA's license

amendment be upheld and Envirocare's Request for Hearing be DENIED.

Anthony f. Thompson, Esq.
Frederick S. Phillips, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
2300 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 663-8000

Counsel to International Uranium
(USA) Corporation

627336-01 / DOCSDCI

627336-01 / DOCSDCI
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS: , .

Shirley Ann Jackson, Chairman
Nils J. Diaz
Edward McGaffigan, Jr

In the Matter of

QUIVIRA MINING COMPANY

(Ambrosia Lake Facility
Grants, New Mexico)

)

~VEDE JUL 17 1998

Docket No. 40-8905-MLA

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

CLI-98-11

1. Introduction

In this decision we review the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's Memoranýum"pd

Order, LBP-97-20, 46 NRC 257 (1997). The Board's order denied Envirocare of Utah. Inc.'s

request for a hearing and leave to intervene to challenge a materials license amendment

granted to the Quivira Mining Company (Quivira or QMC). The Board found that Envirocare

lacked standing to challenge the license amendment and accordingly terminated this

proceeding. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205, Envirocare has appealed to the Commission,

requesting us to reverse LBP-97-20. Quivira and the NRC staff support the Board's decision.

We affirm the decision.

II. Background

This proceeding stems from the Quivira Mining Company's reouest for a materials
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license amendment. The amendment, approved by the NRC staff on May 16, 1997, permits

Quivira to accept and dispose of specified amounts of 1 le.(2) byproduct material1 at its

Ambrosia Lake facility, located near Grants, New Mexico. Prior to the amendment, Quivira was

already authorized to possess byproduct material generated by its own operations at the

Ambrosia Lake uraniur-h mill, and also to receive limited amounts of byproduct material from in

situ leach uranium mining facilities. The license amendment at issue in this proceeding

authorizes Quivira to receive 1 le.(2) material from unspecified outside generators.

Envirocare, which itself operiý-s a commercial disposal facility for 1 le.(2) material, filed

a request for a hearing on: (1) the Quivira license amendment and (2) the Finding of No

Significant Impact (FONSI) issued by the NRC for that license amendment. Envirocare's core

complaint is that the license amendment permits Quivira to become a general commercial

disposal facility like Envirocare, but that the NRC did not require Quivira to meet the same

regulatory standards the agency imposed upon Envrocare when Envirocare sought its license

to become a commercial disposal facility for 1 le.(2) material.

Envirocare, for example, states that to obtain its disposal facility license, it bore the

expense of a full environmental review, which included an environmental impact statement

(EIS), while in contrast the NRC did not require and has never required an EIS for the Quivira

facility. In Envirocare's view, the NRC improperly relied upon outdated and incomplete

information when it determined that there was no need for an EIS. Envirocare further claims

that Quivira apparently did not or does not have to comply with various strict regulatory

standards, found under 10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A, which Envirocare states it must meet at

Such material is defined as "the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or

concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material
content." AEA § 11.e(2), 42 U.S.C. § 2014(e)(2).



great financial cost. Instead, argues Envirocare, Quivira's "summary application" for its license

amendment simply failed to show that Quivira has met or will meet these Appendix A

requirements for groundwater protection, radon barriers, detection monitoring, inspections,

siting and design, and other matters. Envirocare's Request for Hearing (May 28, 1997) at 16.

Envirocare states that "it is not clear that the NRC has required QMC to meet these standards,"

and "[t]o the extent that the NRC has not required QMC to meet the strict standards applied to

Envirocare, NRC approval of QMC's License Amendment discriminates against Envirocare."

-nvirocare's Supplement To Its Request for Hearing (July 3, 1997) at 16.

In short, Envirocare's petition for a hearing argued that it is "unfair and inconsistent for

the NRC to apply different, less stringent standards for the commercial disposal of 1 le.(2)

wastes at a former mill site, than the NRC applies for the commercial disposal of 1 le.(2) at a

disposal facility." Envirocare's Request for Hearing (May 28, 1997) at 12-13. If Quivira does

not have to meet the same regulatory standards, Envirocare argues, it will suffer a "severe

competitive disadvantage," for Quivira's "lower costs will allow it to attract customers away from

Envirocare." Id. at 12. Envirocare, therefore, claims an "economic interest in ensuring that all

licensees that propose to accept 1 le.(2) byproduct material from other persons for disposal

comply with applicable NP'7 standards." Id. at 11. Envirocare submits that the NRC's approval

of Quivira's license amendment violated the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Due Process Clause of the United States

Constitution.

Quivira and the NRC staff opposed Envirocare's petition for hearing. Both argued that

Envirocare, which operates its disposal facility some 500 miles away from Quivira's Ambrosia.

Lake facility, has no standing to request a hearing on Quivira's license amendment. Both

stressed that the AEA focuses upon the protection of public health and safety -- protection from



4

radiological harm and not the alleged economic "competitive injury" alleged by Envirocare.

Neither the AEA nor the NRC's regulations permit "market competitors to use the administrative

process to oppose new applications," submits Quivira. Answer of Quivira Mining Co. in

Opposition to the Request for Hearing of Envirocare of Utah, Inc., at 10 (June 12, 1997). Nor

does Envirocare's alleged economic injury fall within the interests of NEPA, argues Quivira and

the NRC staff, stressing that although NEPA encompasses economic interests, it also requires

there to be some concrete environmental risk to the petitioner, not simply economic risk untied

to any environmental in, 'ry. Because Envirocare is located nowhere near the Ambrosia Lake

facility and thus faces no risk of radiological harm to health or property, Envirocare cannot

simply rely upon its status as a market "competitor" to challenge this license amendment,

concludes Quivira and the staff.

The Licensing Board in LBP-97-20 denied Envirocare's petition, finding no standing to

intervene. Because there "clearly is a real possibility ... that competition from the Ambrosia

Lake facility wIll cause economic harm to Envirocare," the Board found that Envirocare had

demonstrated sufficient "injury in fact" for standing. 46 NRC at 265. The Board, however, went

on to conclude that the alleged "competitor" injury did not fall within the "zone of interests" of

either the AEA or of NEPA, the two statutes upon which Envirocare had based its sianding.

III. Analysis

Under section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, the Commission must grant a hearing

upon the request of any person "whose interest may be affected by the proceeding." 42 U.S.C.

§ 2239(a). In evaluating whether a petitioner's "interest" provides an appropriate basis for

intervention, the Commission has long looked for guidance to current judicial concepts of

standing. Portland General Elec. Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-

27, 4 NRC 610, 613-14 (1976); see, e.g., Georgia Inst. of Technology (Georgia Tech Research



Reactor), CLI-95-12, 42 NRC 111, 115 (1995). 2 To demonstrate standing in Commission

licensing proceedings under § 189a, a petitioner must allege a particularized injury that is fairly

traceable to the challenged action and is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.

Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1), CLI-93-21, 38 NRC 87, 92

(1993); see generally Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-62 (1992). Injury must

be "actual or imminent." City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 102 (1983). Consistent

with an additional, so-called "prudential" requirement of standing, the Commission also has

required the petitioner's interest to fall, arguably, within the "zone of interests" protected or

regulated by the governing statute(s) -- here, the AEA and NEPA. See Gu!f States Utils. Co.

(River Bend Station, Unit 1), CLI-94-10, 40 NRC 43, 47 (1994); Metropolitan Edison Co.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI-85-2, 21 NRC 282, 316 (1985); see also

Bennett v. Spear, 117 S. Ct. 1154, 1167 (1998); Reytblatt v. NRC, 105 F.3d 715, 721 (D.C.

Cir. 1997). The actual "breadth" of the applicable zone of interests will vary according to the

particular statutory provisions at issue. Bennett v. Spear, 117 S. Ct. at 1161. At bottom, the

standing analysis seeks to determine "whether Congress intended for a particular class of

plaintiffs to be relied upon to challenge an agency's disregard of the law." Clarke v. Securities

Ind. Ass'n, 479 U.S. 388, j89 (1987).

Here, we hold that Envirocare meets the actual injury test but fails the zone of interests

requirement. Because the question of "competitor standing" is essentially a matter of first

impression for the Commission, we lay out our reasoning at some length.

2 Although the Commission customarily follows judicial concepts of standing, we are not

bound to do so given that we are not an Article III court. Our principal concern is to assure that
parties participating in our adjudicatory proceedings have interests that are cognizable under
the AEA. See 42 U.S.C. § 2239,
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A. Injury in Fact Traceable to Challenged Action

The Licensing Board found that Envirocare adequately had demonstrated injury-in-fact

for standing. Noting the "realities of market competition," the Board concluded that there is

more than a speculative possibility that Envirocare may suffer economic injury from competition

with the Ambrosia Lake facility, and that such injury need not be great to satisfy standing

requirements. 46 NRC at 264-65. In their appeal briefs, Quivira and the NRC staff continue to

challenge Envirocare's showing of injury. Specifically, the staff maintains that Envirocare's

alleged "competitor" injuries are too speculative. Staff Appeal Br'-½f (Dec. 23, 19 C7 ) at 5 n.5.

Both Quivira and the staff also assert that Envirocare's alleged injury lacks any causal

connection to the agency action complained of, and therefore would not be redressable by a

favorable decision. Id. at 11-12. As the staffs argument goes, any alleged economic harm to

Envirocare would not be caused by Quivira's licensing but by Envirocare's licensing. Id. at 12.

We reject these claims and agree with the Licensing Board that Envirocare has shown

sufficient injury in fact for standing. Envirocare and Quivira are competitors providing a similar

service. Envirocare's argument is not simply that it faces added competition from the Ambrosia

Lake facility, but that through an alleged inappropriately lax licensing of the Quivira facility,

Quiivira will have an unfair competitive edge over Envirocare, which faced more stringent -- a,;d

more expensive -- licensing.

There is no question that "increased competition represents a cognizable Article III

injury." MD Pharnaceutical Inc. v. Drug Enforcement Administration, ý133 F.3d 8, 11 (D.C. Cir.

1998) (citing Liquid Carbonic Inds. Corp v. FERC, 29 F.3d 697 (D.C. Cir. 1994)). Here, as the

Licensing Board found, the alleged competitive injury "would not occur absent the licensing" at

issue. Envirocare does not claim that its licensing violated statutory requirements, but that the

licensing of the Ambrosia Lake facility did. 46 NRC at 265. And if, as Envirocare argues,
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Quivira obtained improper licensing advantages in violation of the AEA, it is certainly

conceivable that these allegedly insufficient license requirements could be remedied through

the imposition of additional license conditions or through invalidating the Quivira license

pending further safey or environmental reviews. Such actions by the NRC could remedy the

"unfair" competition of which Envirocare complains.

We disagree with the staffs claim that the alleged competitor injury is too speculative.

For standing purposes, it suffices that an alleged improper licensing of the Ambrosia Lake

facility `-.as the "clear ar.J immediate" -. tential to compete with Envirocare's own services. See

Associated Gas Distribs. v. FERC, 899 F.2d 1250, 1259 (D.C. Cir. 1990); see also Fisons

Corp. v. Shalala, 860 F. Supp. 859, 862 (D.D.C. 1994) (alleged injury not too speculative

because of the potential for "an improper FDA approval of a generic drug to hurt" competitor).

Petitioners need not wait until actual increased competition occurs. Louisiana Energy and

Power Auth. v. FERC, 141 F.3d 364, 367 (D.C. Cir. 1998); UPS Worldwide Forwarding, Inc. v.

United States Postal Serv., 66 F.3d 621, 626 (3d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1171

(1996).

B. Zone of Interests

Under our case law, to establish standing to intervene, a petitioner must not only

demonstrate injury in fact, but also that the asserted injury is arguably within the zone of

interests protected or regulated by the statute at issue. See, e.g., Gulf States Utils. Co, (River

Bend Station, Unit 1), CLI-94-10, 40 NRC 43, 47 (1994); Reytblatt v. NRC, 105 F.3d at 721.

The zone of interests test derives from Association of Data Processing Serv. Ores. v. Camp,

397 U.S. 150, 152-53 (1970), and has been followed by the courts ever since. See, e.g., Liýqd

Carbonic Indus. v. FERC, 29 F.3d at 704. Envirocare argues that its economic injury as a
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competitor falls within the zone of interests of both the National Environmental Policy Act and

the Atomic Energy Act. The Licensing Board rejected both these claims and so do we.

1. NEPA

Envirocare first argues that its economic injury is encompassed by NEPA.

Envirocare claims, in effect, that a purely economic injury suffices for standing, so long as the

challenged agency action -- here the licensing of the Ambrosia Lake facility -- will have

e'-,ironmental effects somewhere, even if those effects will occur hundreds of miles away r-:nd

could not possibly impact Envirocare. In sum, Envirocare argues it need not suffer any

environmental injury to bring an action under NEPA, as long as the facility has a "primary effect

on the natural environment," regardless of where that effect may be. See Envirocare's

Substitute Appeal Brief (Dec. 2, 1997) at 3.

We find Envirocare's position inconsistent with a long line of judicial cases. NEPA's

purpose is to protect the environment, "not the economic interests of those adversely affected

by agency decisions." Nevada Land Action Ass'n v. United States Forest Serv. 8 F.3d 713,

716 (9th Cir. 1993)(citing Portland Audubon Soc'y v. Hodel, 866 F.2d 302, 309 (9th Cir.), cert.

denied, 479 U.S. 911 (1989)). A petitioner who suffers only economic injury has no standing to

bring a challenge under NEPA. Id. Indeed, parties whose motivation is solely "economic self-

interest and welfare are singularly inappropriate parties to be entrusted with the responsibility of

asserting the public's environmental interest." Churchill Truck Lines, Inc. v. United States, 533

F.2d 411, 416 (8th Cir. 1976). An interest in "economic well-being vis-a-vis r] competitors is

clearly not within the zone of interests" of NEPA, which was "not designed to prevent the loss of

profits." Id. See also Mountain States Legal Found. v. Glickman, 92 F.3d 1228, 1236 (D.C. Cir.

1996) (NEPA's "rather sweeping list of interests ... do not include purely monetary interests,



such as the competitive effect that a ... project might have on plaintiff's commercial enterprise").

It has long been established that the risk that environmental harm "will be overlooked --

is itself sufficient 'injury in fact' to support standing, provided this injury is alleged by a plaintiff

having a sufficient geographical nexus to the site of the challenged project [such that they can]

expect [] to suffer whatever environmental consequences the project may have." Sabine River

Auth. v. United States Dept. of Interior, 951 F.2d 669, 674 (5th Cir.)(citation omitted)(emphasis

added), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 823 (1992). Parties affected solely by economic harm should

not be able to use NEPA "as a device" to "thwart governmental acivity under the guise of

environmental interest" simply by "invoking the magic word 'environment,' when their injury has

factually nothing to do with the environment." Hiatt Grain & Feed, Inc. v. Bergland, 446 F.

Supp. 457, 487-88 (D. Kan. 1978) (citations omitted), affd, 602 F.2d 929 (10th Cir. 1979),

cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1073 (1980). See also David J. Hayes and James A Hourihan, "NEPA

Requirements for Private Projects," 13 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 61, 75 (1985) ("Courts should

vigorously apply standing principles to ensure that the judicial system is not clogged with

economic dog-fights hidden behind 'environmental' disguises").

The fact that economic interest or motivation is involved will not preclude standing, but

the petitioner must also be threatened by environmental harm. See, e.g., City of Lc' Angeles v.

United States Dep't of Agric., 950 F. Supp. 1005, 1011-12 (C.D. Cal. 1996). Otherwise, to

permit a competitor "under the banner of environmental champion" to raise "legal challenges to

a project approved by federal and state agencies would be so marginally related to and

inconsistent with the purposes implicit in NEPA that it cannot be assumed that Congress

intended to permit" the lawsuit. Id. at 1013 (citations omitted). See also Florida Audubon

Soc'y v. Bentsen, 94 F.3d 658, 665-66 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (environmental harm must threaten

petitioner's interest).
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Envirocare's argument for NEPA standing relies heavily upon Port of Astoria v. Hodel,

595 F.2d 467 (9th Cir. 1979). Envirocare cites this case in support of its claim that economic

injury is sufficient for standing under NEPA, as long as the project at issue also has

environmental effects, no matter where these might occur. But like the Licensing Board, we do

not read Port of Astoria to stand for so broad a proposition.

In Port of Astoria, a broadcasting company had standing to challenge a power plant

whose power lines would interfere with the station's broadcasts. Although the injury was

economic, :t was nevertheless "the imuediate and c6rect result" of the power plant, located in

the broadcasting company's area. Id. at 476. In other words, the injury directly resulted from

the project's environmental impacts. The same decision rejected standing for a party

threatened only by monetary losses "not coupled with environmental considerations." Id. at

474-75. Indeed, the court's reasoning in Port of Astoria is similar to that of several of our own

agency decisions which hold that economic injury may be protected under NEPA, but only

when the economic harm is directly caused by environmental effects.

As the Commission summarized in Sacramento Municipal Util. Dist. (Rancho Seco

Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-92-2, 35 NRC 47, 56 (1992):

It is true tht-.t NEPA does protect some economic interests; however, it only
protects against those injuries that result from environmental damage. For
example, if the licensing action in question destroyed a woodland area, those
persons who would be deprived of their livelihood in a local timber industry
could assert a protected interest under NEPA. See, e.g., Jersey Central
Power and Light Co. (Forked River Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1),
ALAB-1 39, 6 AEC 535 (1973) (marina operators have standing under NEPA
to complain of the introduction of shipworms in the vicinity of their business,
resulting from the operation of a nuclear power plant); Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-223, 8 AEC 241
(1974) (commercial fisherman has standing under NEPA to complain of the
discharge of cooling water that may affect his catch).

Here, unlike Port of Astoria and the cases cited in Rancho Seco, no direct environmental effects
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Courier Conference of America v. American Postal Workers Union, 498 U.S, 517, 524 (1991)

(emphasis added). The zone of interests test would prove "meaningless" if it encompassed any

party affected by an agency's decision. Liquid Carbonic Indus. v. FERC, 29 F.3d at 704.

Indeed, the test is "meant to narrow the field of potential challengers." Id.

In short, the petitioner "must establish that the injury he complains of (his aggrievement,

or the adverse effect upon him) falls within the 'zone of interests' sought to be protected by the

statutory provision whose violation forms the legal basis for his complaint." Air Courier, 498

U.S. at 523-24 (rejectirn standing for postal workers because employment issues were not

among the interests postal statutes sought to advance). The two-pronged test set forth in the

latest Supreme Court decision on competitor standing thus asks: (1) what are the interests

"arguably ... to be protected" by the relevant statutory provisions; and (2) are the petitioner's

interests that are affected by the challenged agency action among them? National Credit

Union, 118 S. Ct. at 935. Here, we find no indication in the AEA of an intent to protect the

competitor interest Envirocare asserts -- a purely economic interest entirely unrelated to any

radiological harm to Envirocare. Envirocare therefore lacks standing. A review of "zone of

interests" decisions, particularly at the Supreme Court level, supports our view.

In support of standing, Envirocare cites the various Supreme Court cases wh;i- have

found standing for "competitors" adversely affected by administrative rulings. But while it is true

that these cases involved statutes not specifically designed to protect the competitor plaintiffs

bringing suit, it was simply not sufficient for standing that these competitor, might suffer

competitive injury. In every Supreme Court decision to date involving "zone of interests" and

competitor standing, the Court has found some form of statutory interest in or provision for

restricting competition -- typically a restriction on market activities or a limitation on the available

customer base. Because these cases in some form or other have ail involved a statutory intent
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to limit competition, the interests of competitors seeking to challenge allegedly illegal

competition properly fell within these statutes' zone of interests.

For example, in the most recent of these cases, the Court found that banks fall within

the zone of interests of the Federal Credit Union Act, a statute enacted without any intent to

protect banks, but instead to promote the financial soundness of credit unions and to help make

credit more readily available to those who otherwise might not be able to obtain loans. National

Credit Union, 118 S. Ct. at 935-36 n.6. To promote these dual goals, the statute contains a

provision restricting credit union membership to those who share a "common bond." As

competitors of the credit unions, the banks had an interest in upholding this restriction on the

credit unions' customer base. Id. at 936.

Because the National Credit Union Administration had interpreted the "common bond"

restriction in an expansive fashion that would permit credit unions to greatly enlarge their

membership, banks, who might suffer competitively by losing current or future members to

credit unions, had standing to challenge the agency's interpretation. The banks had more than

"merely ... an interest in enforcing the statute in question." Id. at 937 n.7. Their particular

interest as competitors was directly related to the statute's "interest in limiting the markets that

federal credit unions can serve." !d. at 935-36 n.6; see also id. at 936 n.7. As the Court

wrote, this statutory interest "is precisely the interest of respondents.... As competitors of

federal credit unions, respondents certainly have an interest in limiting the markets that federal

credit unions can serve, and the NCUA interpretation has affected that interest by allowing

federal credit unions to increase their customer base." !d_. at 936 (emphasis added). There

was, then, an "unmistakable link" between the competitor interest of the banks and an express

statutory provision that effectively limited the credit unions' market. Id. at 936 n.7.

In similar fashion, all other Supreme Court "competitor" zone of interests cases have
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been rooted in some applicable statutory provision whose clear intent or effect is to restrict

competition, thereby drawing "competitors" within the statutes' zone of interests. See, e.g.,

Clarke, 479 U.S. 388 (1987); Investment Co. Inst. v. Camp, 401 U.S. 617 (1971); Association

of Data Processing Serv. Orgs. v. Camp, 397 U.S. 150 (1970). Following this reasoning, the

Court has permitted securities dealers, data processors, and investment companies to

challenge rulings made by the Comptroller of Currency under various banking-related statutes.

But again, by these statutes, "Congress had arguably legislated against the competition that the

petitioners sought to challenge, and from which flowed their inju, ,." Investment C-rnpany Inst.,

401 U.S. at 620 (empasis added); see also Clarke, 479 U.S. at 403. Congress thus had

"provided the suffici3nt statutory aid to standing even though the competition may not be the

precise kind Congress legislated against." Association of Data Processing, 397 U.S. at 155;

see also Clarke, 479 U.S. at 403. Standing in these cases was predicated, therefore, upon the

fact that "Congress, for its own reasons, primarily its concern for the soundness of the banking

system, had forbidden banks to compete with plaintiffs" by "limit[ing] the activities [available to}

national banks." Clarke, 479 U.S. at 398 (emphasis added).

Cognizant of the potential for litigants to frivolously delay or otherwise frustrate

administrative action, the 6upreme Court indeed has stressed that "where the plaintiff is not

itself the subject of the contested regulatory action, the [zone of interests] test denies a right of

review if the plaintiff's interests are so marginally related to or inconsistent with the purposes

implicit in the statute that it cannot. be assumed that Congress intended to permit the suit."

Clarke, 479 U.S. at 399.

Applyinig these various Supreme Court principles, the District of Columbia Circuit

rejected standing for an association representing competitor waste disposal firms seeking to

challenge an EPA rule. Under existing regulations, these firms incurred high disposal costs for
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ash generated from their incineration facilities. They objected to an EPA interpretation which

would, among other effects, permit some other kinds of utilities and smelters to generate ash

"without incurring comparable costs," and thus to potentially "undersell them." Hazardous

Waste Treatment Council v. EPA, 861 F.2d 277, 281 (D.C. Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S.

1106 (1989). Although the association vigorously asserted that their members' interests --

albeit financial -- would promote the environmental aims of the relevant statute, the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the court refused to find the firms' financial interests

any rn.-We than "margina;,y related" tz RCRA's environmental goals. Hazardous Waste, 861

F.2d at 283. That the firms "may suffer competitive loss because EPA ha[d] not forced on their

competitors as demanding (and expensive) techniques as they themselves employ" did not by

itself prove a sufficient ground for standing. Id. at 280.

Moreover, the Court went on to emphasize the following:

Petitioner wants to increase the regulatory burden on
others. Its interest lies in the competitive advantage
that its membership might secure if the government
imposed higher costs on other firms. As noted above,
that interest carries a considerable potential for judicial
intervention that would distort the regulatory process....
[(Me see no special reason to suppose that Congress might
have thought them suitable advocates of the environmental
interests underlying the statute.

Id. at 285.

"A firm has no common law interest, much less a constitutional one, in having ...

government force competitors' services to be of the same quality (and cost!) as its own." Id.

Thus, the firms' status as competitors of facilities "aliegedly advantaged by [the EPA's] failure to

adequately perform a statutory duty" did not bring their purely economic concerns within the

zone of interests of RCRA. Nationa! Fed'n of Federal Employees v. Cheney, 883 F.2d 1038,

1047 (D.C. Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 496 U.S. 936 (1990). The "interest in stricter regulation of
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their competitors" simply "fell outside the zone of interests Congress intended to protect in

enacting RCRA." Petro-Chem Processing, Inc. v. EPA, 866 F.2d 433, 435 (D.C. Cir.), cert.

denied, 490 U.S. 1106 (1989). RCRA's intent was to promote the safe disposal and recycling

of hazardous wastes -- health and safety interests that provided no reason to view competitor

firms as "suitable challengers" of EPA violations. See id. at 435-36. See also Calumet Indus. v.

Brock, 807 F.d 225, 229 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1986)(competitor would not have standing to "contest

[agency's] failure to similarly burden others").

As Envirocare points out, there have been a number of court of appeals and district

court decisions basing standing upon competitive injury. The bulk of these cases, however, can

be analogized to the Supreme Court cases, for they similarly involve statutory provisions whose

intent or effect is to bar or limit competition in some fashion. By setting forth restrictions on

specific market activities or customer base, these statutes effectively cordoned off a segment of

the relevant market from competition. "When the core purpose of a statute is to barricade an

area from competitive entry, the interests of firms that operate in the reserved area are

presumptively congruent with the statutory goal. It iq thus appropriate to treat them as

arguably within the protected zone."' National Coal Ass'n v. Hodel, 825 F.2d 523, 533 (D.C.

Cir. 1987)(concurrence)(emphasis added).

Acknowledging that these zone of interest "competitor" cases can be "devilishly

complex," the D.C. Circuit has nevertheless attempted to parse these cases and explain what

makes one competitor meet the standing requirements while another does not, even where

their "economic motivations could be thought analogous." First National Bank and Trust Co. v.

National Credit Union Admin., 988 F.2d 1272, 1278-79 (D.C. Cir. 1993).' Competitors are more

The standing portion of this decision was affirmed by the Supreme Court in National
Credit Union Admin. v. First National Bank & Trust Co., 118 S. Ct. 927 (1998).
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likely to further congressional purposes, the court reasoned, when the applicable statutory

restriction "itself reflects a congressional judgment that ... constraint on competition is the

means to secure the statutory end." Id. (emphasis added). Even where the intent of

restrictions have nothing to do with any party's "competitive" or economic interests, competitors

satisfy standing requirements where the statute involves a "restraint on competition" and this

restraint is "the means to assure the statutory end." Id. at 1279 (concurrence); see also Liquid

Carbonic Indus., 29 F.3d at 705. This reasoning follows that of the Supreme Court competitor

cases.

Here, although Envirocare has a general interest in limiting the competition for its

services, the AEA contains no provision intended to limit competition, either as an end in itself

or as a means to another statutory purpose. See Cities of Statesville v. AEC, 441 F.2d 962,

975 (D.C. Cir. 1969). Unlike the statutes under which the courts have found competitors within

a statutory "zone of interests," the AEA includes no express provision effectively cordoning off a

portion of the market from competition. The AEA concentrates on the licensing and regulation of

nuclear materials for the purpose of protecting public health and safety and the common

defense and security. These provisions by themselves do not necessarily turn all competitor

licensees into suitable challengers of agency action. The only express statutory di 2,. ,tion

regarding competition concerns antitrust reviews for commercial nuclear power reactors and

production facilities, which are not involved here. See AEA §§ 103, 105, 42 U.S.C. §§2133,

2135.

Permitting routine adjudicatory challenges to agency decisions solely because one

company "sues to complain of [a] competitive advantage" would be "more likely to frustrate than

to further statutory objectives." See National Coal Ass'n v. Hodel, 825 F.2d 523, 530 n.9 (D.C.

Cir. 1987); see also Hazardous Waste Treatment Council v. Thomas, 885 F.2d 918, 927 (D.C.
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Cir. 1989) (waste disposal firms have business interests that may prove "fundamentally

inconsistent" with the environmental interests of RCRA and thus a disposal firm might be a

"peculiarly unsuitable proxy for those whom Congress intended to protect"). The AEA's focus

upon health and safety interests are more akin to the environmental and safety interests of

RCRA, under which competitors were not permitted to challenge EPA action, than to the drug,

banking and other cases that rest explicitly upon statutory provisions intended to prohibit or limit

competition, either for the protection of a particular class, or to further some other statutory

goal.4

Although a few judicial decisions seemingly have accorded standing to a competitor

without expressly tying the competitor's interest to an interest of the applicable statute,5 such a

' See, e.g., Schering Corp. v. FDA, 51 F.3d 390, 395-96 (3d Cir.)(where Drug
Competition and Patent Restoration Act's market entry provisions were designed as a "statutory
compromise of the competing concerns" of "pioneer" and generic drug manufacturers), cert.
denied, 516 U.S. 907 (1995); UPS Worldwide Forwarding, Inc. v. United States Postal Serv., 66
F.3d 621, 630-31 (3d Cir. 1995)(UPS within zone of interests of postal rate statutes, which
relate to postal monopoly and reflect Congressional concern with balancing interests of the
government, various categories of mailers, and competitors), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1171
(1996); Louisiana Energy and Power Auth. v. FERC, 141 F.3d 364, 367-68 n.5 (D.C. Cir.
1998)(petitioner's "both concerns, predation and competition, come within the zone of interests
of the Federal Power Act"): MD Pharmaceutical, Inc. v. Drug Enforcement Admin., 133 F.3d 8,
12 (D.C. Cir. 1998)(where statute established quotas for registered drugs; and therefore
already registered manufacturers, "[e]ven more so than traditional licensees," would have an
interest in keeping out each new market entrant who would produce a percentage of the total
allowable quota); Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Ass'n v. Economic Regulatory
Administration, 822 F.2d 1105, 1107-09 (D.C. Cir. 1987)(where a primary factor to be
considered under National Gas Act was "competitiveness" of import); Associated Gas Distribs.
v. FERC, 899 F.2d 1250 (D.C. Cir. 1990)(action brought under Natural Gas Act which has
express concerns about monopoly power and various effects on competition); MOVA
Pharmaceutical Corp. v. Shalala, 140 F.3d 1060, 1076 (D.C. Cir. 1998)(pioneer drug company's
interest in limiting additional competition was "' by its very nature' linked with the statute's goal
of limiting competition")(citing and following National Credit Union, 118 8. Ct. at 935 n.6).

5 See, eg., Old Town Trolley Tours Inc. v. Washington Metrop. Area Transit Comm'n..
129 F.3d 201, 203 (D C. Cir. 1997). See also Michigan Gas Co. . FERC, 115 F.3d 1266,
1272 (6th Cir. 1997).
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generalized approach seems at odds with the principles the Supreme Court has until now

consistently followed. There would be no reason at all to examine and discern the

Congressional intent and "interests protected" under a given statute if all competitors could be

readily deemed to have standing. Indeed, courts have cautioned against permitting competitors

to obtain standing "through a facile assertion that they are enforcing entry-restricting

legislation." First National Bank & Trust Co., 988 F.2d at 1277 n.4. Moreover, there is a

growing concern about competitors improperly seeking litigation before regulatory agencies

simply to "trigger ... litigation costs and other administrative burdens" and thereb" impose

expenses upon their competitors. See Lars Noah, "Sham Petitioning As A Threat to the

Integrity of the Requlatory Process," 74 N.C. L. Rev. 1, 7 (1995).

Envirocare claims that it does not propose here an "open-ended" inquiry because it

merely seeks to assure that Quivira has complied with the detailed regulatory standards for mill

tailings disposal. Envirocare Substitute Appeal Brief at 18. These standards, however,

contained in Appendix A to Part 40, address an extensive list of different matters, and

Envirocare appears poised to raise any number of them, in addition to raising challenges under

a number of other sections, spanning record-keeping, waste manifest, worker safety, and other

regulations. See, e.g., E -virocare's Request for Hearing at 4, The risk of Envirocare -- which.

has no radiological interest of its own -- inordinately burdening the administrative process is not

insignificant.

Envirocare further suggests that its economic injury falls specifically within the interests

protected by Section 84 of the AEA, 42 U.S.C. § 2014. As amended in 1983, this section

directs the Commission, in managing 1 le.(2) byproduct material, to take into account not only

public health, safety and environmental risks, but also "economic costs." Yet as the Licensing

Board found, Congress added this section merely to assure that licensees did not have to bear
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unnecessary costs. 6 Section 84 has nothing to do with competitors' interests.

Envirocare does not seek to challenge its own regulatory burdens, but essentially to

urge that identical burdens be imposed upon another licensee. Envirocare seeks, as the

Licensing Board stated, to make its own "precise licensing requirements the floor (rather than

the ceiling)." 46 NRC at 267 Moreover, "any competitor of QMC anywhere in the country"

would also be able to have a hearing on QMC's licensing requirements. This outcome would,

as the Board noted, go against the flexibility Congress intended the staff to have in considering

the particular site-spercfic factors of each facility, particularly those of pre-existing mill sites.7

When Envirocare applied for and received its own NRC license, it had ample opportunity

to contest and where appropriate to request an exemption from any of the regulatory burdens

imposed by the NRC staff. Envirocare now remains free to request a relaxation of any current

6 See, e.g., 128 Cong. Rec. S2976 (daily ed. Mar. 30, 1982)(statement of Sen.

Wallop)(amendment intended to protect health and safety without imposing unnecessary costs
on already economically depressed industry); 128 Cong. Rec. S2977 (daily ed. Mar. 30,
1982)(statement of Sen. Schmitt)(vital that nuclear industry "not be saddled with unreasonably
stringent restrictions in a misguided effort to eliminate remote and hypothetical risks without
regard to the enormous costs involved"); 128 Cong. Rec. S13056 (daily ed. Oct. 1,
1982)(statement of Sen. Simpson)(regulatory approach should be "reasonably related to the
risks in terms of costs"); 128 Cong. Rec. S15313 (daily ed. Dec. 16, 1982)(statement of Sen.
Schmitt)("it is contrary to the public interest ... to impose requirements which are totally
unnecessary or which are out of line with the risks involved"); 128 Cong. Rec. H8816 (daily ed.
Dec. 2, 1982)(statement of Rep. Lujan)("costly regulatory burdens should not be imposed upon
the uraniur., industry to address insubstantial risks").

' See, e.g., H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982) at 44 (NRC should
consider the site-specific conditions of existing mills): 128 Cong. Rec. S2973 (daily ed. Mar. 30,
1982)(statement of Sen. Simpson)(section 84 amendment intended to allow NRC "flexibility in
applying ... requirements at existing sites where large quantities of mill tailings already exist");
128 Cong. Rec. S2975 (daily ed. Mar. 30, 1982)(statement of Sen. Simpson)(amendment
"provides, as under existing law, that NRC has greater flexibility in developing and applying
requirements to uranium mills in existence prior to November 1, 1981, taking into account"
particular additional factors that would not be applicable to new NRC licensees): 128 Cong.
Rec. S2968 (daily ed. Mar. 30, 1982)(statement of Sen. Domenici)(amendment "specifically
authorizes NRC to take into account various site-specific factors in applying requirements to
existing facilities").
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license requirement it deems unwarranted or no longer necessary. But Envirocare's purely

competitive interests, unrelated to any radiological harm to itself, do not bring it within the zone

of interests of the AEA for the purpose of policing the license requirements of a competitor.

Indeed, it would be disruptive of our statutory scheme if all competitors could easily obtain

hearings to second-guess the staffs actions toward other licensees. S

To say that Envirocare lacks standing to bring this action is not to say that Envirocare

has no meritorious arguments about Quivira's environmental conditions and current license

1 requirements. Standing requirements determine only who may bring an action, not whethp.r the

claims made are valid. Those claims are not before us now. It is for the purpose of considering

safety and environmental claims outside of adjudication that the NRC has the section 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.206 petition process, by which Envirocare may bring its concerns to the attention of the

Director.

8 Envirocare also claims standing on the ground that the NRC's inconsistent application

of its ;icensing requirements violates constitutional guarantees of due process and equal
protection. Agencies like the NRC, however, have wide discretion to perform regulatory
functions on a case-by-case basis. Nothing in Envirocare's generalized and unsupported
argument provides a basis for a claim of constitutional injury. Moreover, as the Licensing Board
suggests, there are inherent, obvious differences between Envirocare and Quivira. See 46
NRC at 271-72. "Different treatment of dissimilarly situated persons does not violate the Equal
Protection Clause." Strick!and v. Alderman, 74 F.3d 260, 265 (1 1th Cir. 1996)(citation
omitted).



IV. Conclusion and Order

For the reasons stated in this decision, the Commission hereby affirms the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board order LBP-97-20.

It is so ORDERED.

• - , ~-4-. / ,;,.'."

.~~ ~-. ..- •..' -,

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this , "? "day of July, 1998.

For the Commission

-/"

- I (

John C. HoyAe
Secretary of the Commission
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DOCKETEDS . .USNRCZ,-,

; 2 ,+-97 Jt- P4:48
''BEFOR. THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULAt CCQ• .... P

D O C K E T I N G & - ',. .. ..

IJN THE MATTER OF QUIVIRA
4MINING COMPANY'S PROPOSED ) DOCKET NO. 40-8905

• AMENDME14T TO NRC SOURCE )
MA•TERIL LICENSE SUA-1473 ) REQUEST FOR HEARING OF

ENVIROCARE OF UTAH, INC.

1.1 This is a request by Envirocare of Utah, Inc. .

("Envirocare") to the United States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC") pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205, for a

hearing on (1) the proposed amendment to Quivira Mining

Company's ("QMC") Source M-.' ri;al License SUA-1473, and

(2) the Finding of No Signitlcant impact ("FONSI") issued 6y

the NRC for that 1irense I.rnet. Se- 62 F-d. Reg. 2328

(April 29, 1997).

The proposed amondment would odlOw QM-C's Ambrosia Lake

Facility to:

Annually receive a.d J'u•e of up ti )C,(_
[cubic yards] (about 14,000 tons a, <i nominal 1.4
tons per cubic yard) per yrnerator of ile. (2)
byproduct material, in tdqs impounV:nen -#2,
with an. anr.uia1 total li • f I00,O,§ .-,b'
yards.]

Id.

1.2 Tr" p, rop ~sed dr~.e:. i:'7:r, r:;d VON2 1• r, '-

~~~~~~~~' 1,''2 c~ rI; ' i f - :l s t. r': ii
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to the standards set forth in 10 C.F.R. part 40, and QMC's

licens amendment application does not demonstrate that the

requirements in 10 C.F.R. 0part 40 have been, or will be,

met; '.nd (2) the action is inconsistent with the National

Environmental Policy Act (" NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. § 4232, the

NRC's prior interpre;ation and application of NEPA to

simil siuated' 1ice'nse~i

2.1 En" -ocare is a Utah corporation that is in the

business of operating a facility- in Clive, Utah, for the

disposal of radioactive waste.

2.2 Envirocare is licensed by the NPC to receive and

dispose of uranium and thorium, byproduct mait.erial as

defined in section lle.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act ["ALA",,

as amended).

2.3 Further service of dccien~s in this :itter may

be made upon Lynda L. Brothers, a! the address st•Ced at the

r-nd of this Request for Hearing.

II. ACTION REQUESTED

3.1 Env'ir-a;r, requests th.t NPC hold ai he.a•i ng

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 2 subpaxt L, un QMC's reqiest s o

an amendr-er.t to Source Mat-ria1 .,:-ens` SJA-1473 to allow

QMC t. re_-eive and dispose L 1.,. hy/. r u,:t :_1 *,r



from other persons at its Ambrosia Ldke site.

3.2 Envirocare requests that the NRC require QMC to

demonstrate that the proposed amendment meets the standards

set forth in 10 C.FTR. part 40 (including Appendix A), and

other regulations applicable to commercial lle.(2) disposal

facilities, that-the NRC deny the proposed amendment if Qf.:C

•. , cannot make such a showing.

3.3 '"Envirocare also requests that the NRC'"Withdraw

the FONSL and require the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement("EIS") for the proposed amendment.

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS
4.1 Licensing Requirements for Envirocare's

Comm.ercial lle..(2) Disposal Facility.

4.1.1 Envirocare was the first private facility

i-n the United States to be licensed by the NRC to accept

l.,e. (2) material: from outside generators for disposal. In

licensing Envirocare, the NRC set forth the requirements an

lie. (2) disposal facility must comply with for licensure.

Specifically, the NRC requires:

iThe 1le.(2) material. Envirocare is authorized to
acr-ept for dlisposa l inc..... bmat..erials, w hh h
consist- of tailings or wastes produced by the extrac!ion or
concentration of uranium or thorium.

P•'.iUUST FOR T:A.rI'. 3



S Compliance with the regulations set forth in 10
C.F.R. part 40,- including Appendix A. These
include stringent si'te and design criteria,
groundwater protection standards, radon barrier
requirements, detection monitoring requirements,
and inspection requirements.

. Preparation by NRC staff of an Environmental
'Impact Statement ("EIS"), pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
part 51, based upon a detailed Environmental
Report prepared by the applicant.

Compliance with the administrative and record
*"<--, keeping requirements -delineated in 10".i.F.R..

§5 61.80 and 61.82.

Compliance with the waste manifest requirements
delineated in 10 C.F.R. § 20.311.

Compliance with the worker safety and other
requirements delineated in 10 C.F.R. parts 19,
20, and 21.

See 56 Fed. Reg. 2959 (Jan. 25, 1991); 56 Fed. Reg. 25142

(June 3, 1991); 58 Fed. Reg. 62690 (Nov. 29, 1993). Copies

of these documents are attached as Appendix A. See also

Byproduct Material License No. SMC-i559

4.1.2 Since 1991, Envirocare has paid more than

$1.6 million to NRC for licensing and oversight activities

r'elated to Envirocare's lie. (2) disposal facility.

4.2 OMC's Facility.

4.2.1 QMC has operated a uranium mill at the

Ambrosia Lake site, at which it processed materials from its

own mines, and from outside generators. QMC disuosed of the

-. j oi
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radioactive wastes that were produced as byproducts of its

milling operations on site. According to QMC's Byproduct

.. Disposal Request, the mill and mines have been placed on

standby status pending more favorable market conditions.

However, QMC has continued to conduct Uranium reclamation

activities at the site.

Q. 2 .2.2 .On September 2, 1986, the NRC issued

upgraded Source Material License SUA-1473 fcr QMC's Ambrosia

Lake mill, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 40. This license

authorizes QMC to receive and transfer uranium, possess

byproduct material generated by mill operations, and accept

limited amounts of byproduct material from in situ leach

uranium mining facilities. Envirocare is unaware of any EIS

having been prepared for the upgraded license.

4.2.3 Under this license, QMC continued to

receive materials from outside generators for processing and. continued to dispose of radioactive waste byproducts on

site. QMC subequuently applied for over 25 dm.2idrents to

its license. The NRC did riot conduct full environmental

review under NEPA for any of those license amwendments.

4.3 QMC's Proposed License Amendment.

4.3.1 On November 20, .19"M, QNC submitted its

request for an amendment to Source M,.t2 r a License SUA- 1473

F P. LEAR,' N -, 5
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in order to allow it to- accept for disposal 10,000 cubic

yards per generator per -year of l1e. (2) material from

outside generators, in addition to the material it already

accepted from in situ leaching facilities. QMC's proposed

amendment effectively licenses its Ambrosia Lake site as a

commercial disposal facility. The request for amendment did

...,,inot.limit the~total .,annual volume of radioactive waste to be

accepted by QMC from outside generators.

4.4 NEPA Requires Full Environmental Review of OMC's
License Amendment.

4.4.1 NRC's NEPA regulations give NRC the

discretion to require an applicant for an amendment to a

source material license or an applicant for a license to

accept for disposal radioactive wastes from other persons,

to submit an Environmental Report with that applicatiori.

i0 C.F.R. § 5i.60(b)(2). The NRC required Envirocare to

S submit an Environmental Report with its application for a

license to accept le. (2) waste from outside generators for

disposal. Yet, the NRC did not require QMC to submit an

Environmental. Report with its application for an amendment

t( its license to allow it ro accept lle. (2) waste f-rom

outside generators for disposil.

4 .4 .2 iRC's NFPA regulatics an Il:_. allow it to

reon Ire that an EIS be prepared' for lic¢-in:•:n actIions that

Q1'3-,T-FO , A .. . -I

I



cantlN 'fect the quality of the human environment,

)ns that are covered by a categorical

.•F.R. §§ 51.20(b) (14) and 51.22(b). The NRC

,the approval of a license for the commercial

,(2) material is a major action for which an

repared, when it required Envirocare to fund

The C Did -Not Comnlv With Its OwnIntel.
pretation and Application of NEPA With Regard to
OMC'q Amendment.

4.5.1 In spite of the precedent it set with

luvirocare's license, the NRC issued a FONSI for QMC's

license amendment, indicating that it w,,uld not require that

an EIS be prepared.

4.5.2 In deciding that it would not require an

EIS for QMC s p r s 1 1 e .' rt 7zr' wm,:, t. , t ! -I 'I r f r-,, "'i

an Environmental . Assessment of the environmental impacts

associated with , he I ict--i ( ist l enm~t. a m tt, Fn .J . P.

2328.2, 2383 'N,,- ba e~ Odý-. ts ýiiL;

(1) informatiton in 1 h- i po''d H~lis 1i

Am~brosiad Lake nit .1.1 r.~~jr '~

in QMC's amendm&,nt ro+;est; and. ( 3 i ntoz r,< l 'on der ived rr im

tNRC s t ff vi ' t ; t iri , . t

F:nvri r %:vr ; ir n t , I 1 1 T!



4.5.3 The documents the NRC relied on in the

Enviionmentl Assessment are inadequate- First, they

contain outdated information about the environmental

condiions at the site. For example, the Ambrosia Mill site

Reclamation Plan referenced in- the Environmental Assessment

was prepared in 1986. Second, they contain unsubstantiated

:iA the 'pba environmental impacts of the

proposed activity. See, e.g., Requeit for Amendment at 7.

Third, the information only summarily discusses the

environmental impact that the receipt and disposal of

additional volumes of radioactive wastes from other persons

will have on the environment. Finally, the information only

summarily discusses whether the proposed activity will

exacerbate existing environmental problems at the site.

4.5.4 At no time did the NP(C roqui re Q.: t

submit an Environmental Report advcir-.-sing the envirrnmetntal

impacts that would occur tom the r1e tu -t it. n.si

amendment, nor did it requite QMC to u;dat'f previy ,uu

Environmentda Ro*ort s submitte-dJ to.- h' !-: ty.

Envi ronrnantI . sment indi ,-at. t hat , when it prepared

the Environmental Assessment, thtý NRC tailed '< v*. *v•w

Sr'' e la*~l t n~ s a



4.5.5 Further, the-Environmental Assessment is

-sficient. It fails to comply with the NRC's own

ions a , t des not discuss (1) alternatives, as

I by section 102(2) *of NEIPA, and (2) the

mental impacts of those alternatives. 10 C.F.R.

(a)(1) (ii) and (iii)-.

Ah , nmntal Assessment does not

assess whet. r and to what degree the proposed activity will

adversely impact the environment and public health.

Publicly available documents indicate that the site has

existing environme iEal problems that may be exacerbated by

the receipt and disposal of large volumes oDl acdd:t>nda'

radioactive wastes from other persons for disposal. For

example, there is dcumero t<!d qroundwjter contrmiinatin from..

the site, which hjs bt_.-t1 ti Mub c•:t uht 0 on, ln 1i r . " '

action since at least 198m4. Three groundwater plumt_3 ,xis-

bhrneath the site that ate the subject ot this C r,

action progqr>am. A, ,rd~n to QM':; I'• h'.'i: ,' ii >..

assessment, about -rv-t~hi r tA Aw ~ ~ s iti

unl ined ponds hva- ý .t . i' ,, i , r "

to th' qroundwat.,-r bi.',. CM7 r'r () ;.-s to i1tI ,

13 1, , I.:, # o.

ui ,:J a ~d t),: : ,. : , [, thl ; kind ( . . ,



Additional. radioactive waste disposal could exacerbate the

ite's existing adverse impacts on the environment. An EIS

i necessary to identify and analyze these and other impacts

that may be °causd by the proposal.

4.5.7 Additionally, the Environmental Assessment

fails to address the impacts that the shipment of 100,000

ýF ~ic ars ~f,-,,ra~ioctitve wastes will have on the

environment. Transpirtto ip cts an include the need

for wider shoulders and bridges, deleterious impacts on

pavement of the highways and public roads from the increased

heavy traffic associated with the shipments, and the

incre-ised risk of rd-oLoqicdI accilents that results trcmr

increased n'irrbers of trucks vid railcars ý,-rry-r

radioactive wastes to, QMC's fiv:•ity.

V. ENVIROCARZ'S SHOWING UNDER 10 C.F.R. S 2.1205(e)

5.1 Envir .)ar-ý a ' sr who se -A fý

at fented by I ...... .

pursuant to I .". P. § :. .

ot its riht • • r- on Qu",k,- .w .



5.3 Interest of reqUestor in ~rocelding:

53.1, Envirocare is in the business of operating

Sai y iClive, Utah, for the commercial disposal <of
re waste, and is licensed by the NRC to receive and

'ý.ispose of lle.(2) byproduct material from other persons.

r ;4rrcare's license complied with strict standards, as set

5.3.2 ýAccordingly, Envirocare has an economic

interest in ensuring that all licensees that propose to

accept lle.(2) byproduct material from other persons for

sposal comply, with applicable NRC standards.

Additionally, Envirozare has an interest, as a m.mbhtr of an

environmentally sensitive and cc-ntroversial industry, In

ensuring that the environmental laws desl>n- i to protect

human health and tht- _,vr,v r,)nment t r,:', the i, t.

radioactive waste d s P'Sa . are unituoraty .tpplied ani

enforced by the NRC.

5.4 HUw interest may be affk-?.•fd I
pr 9•e e _in rfl:

S. 4 .1 It Q•'s Vrrp•,sed airendr.nt dnoý not comply

with tht 5tandaris in 1(: ý . . pirt 4.'; 10 7.F.R. 55 61.80,

61.82; 10 C.F.R. § 20.311 and C.F R. parts 1I, 20. and 21

w h. I Ch VWt ' ;

I



5.4.2 First, compliance with the strict

s t an ads applied to Envirocare constitutes a substantial

i burden to Envirocare. For example, 10 C.F.R. part

4'App Iendix Asets forth stringent site and design criteria,

groundwater protection standards, radon barrier

requirements, detection monitoring requirements, and

iquirements. Envirocare is requiiri& C6

cnstruct and operate its byproduct material dLsposal system

in accordance with these standards. If QMC's Ambrosia Lake

site is not required to meet the same strict standards,

Envirocaro will be placed at a severe competitive

disadvantage, because QMC's lower costs will allow it to

attract customers away from Envirocare.

5.4.3 Serond, as an operator in the radioactive

waste disposal industry, Envirocare will be harmed by

inconsistency and uncertainty in the NRC's application of

its regulations, as would result from the NRC failing to

apply to Quivira's amendment application tht- same standards

as the NRC applied to Envirocare. Envirocare relies on

certainty and consistency on the part of the NRC in making

its business and investment decisions, and the NRC's failure

to uniformly apply the s trmn reguliý,,ry i tandards upsets

Envirocare's settled exp-ýctat iors. I is unfair and



inconsistent fo rite NRC to apply different, less stringent

ndards fo <commercial disposal of le. (2) wastes at. a

12m 7 Qil than the NRC applies for the commercial

spo 'al~ 11 (2) at a disposal facility.

5.4,4 Third, the criteria set forth in 56 Fed.

Reg. 2959 are designed to protect the environment and the

Vi health ,and safety dane S k

byproduct• materal. If the NRC does not hold QMC to the

same strict standards, there is a risk that QMC's operation

of the Ambrosia Lake facility might result in harm to the

public health andsafety. Harm to the public resulting from

QMC's operation of the Ambrosia Ldke facility would harm the

public image of and public confidence in the entire

byproduct material disposal industry, including Envirocare.

5.4.5 Fourth, the NRC 'iAs req u red tht

preparation of an EIS for Envir'3cate' s licensing as an

lle. (2) disposal facility, at Envirocare's exper.st-.

Preparation of an EIS ensured th:it (1 ar.y siqn- f cant

adverse effect on the h1ari a n t-n v i Lrment t r 'r• s , 1:s I It y'

would be ident i tied and ana Ly.'ed, a' 3 a 'rr.t '. :'s Tor. - h.-

licensing action wourl be idint -fir-i -i anad.',

p1o C W ld 0 . ..-

potent ia I ad ve r set en~j *, :: a :v''

j



offos could. the•n b mltiqated. Failure to require 0MC tc,

0S i.ans Lhat the potentially negative

lii~~ial-impacts of, and alternatives to, QMCI

nP lcnse mnn.rit will not b identified and

no.3r will t her. bt the public comment and

participation mandated by NEPA and 40 C.F.R. part 40,

e 6A-jM. This failure potentially

threatens publ health and thk, environment and threatens to

undermine public confidence in the licensing and operation

of lle. (2 radioactive waste disposal facilities.

5.4..6 Fifth, failure to impose comparable

requirements on QMC cre••es an ur.fa:r •-.•. ,v* ad!vantaae

for QMC and a concomitant disadvantage for Envirocare. Not

requiring QMC to pay for the preparation of an EIS for a

license to accept lie. 2) material for Jisposal, when

Envirocare was required to pay for the prteparation of an EIS

for the same activity, 7onters an unfair err.Duc (ard hence

competitive) advantage -,, QMC.

5.5 Envirocare Meets the Reguirements for Judicial.
Stan inq.

Fr~~'~h. stf.. he J u "4ic _4ai

standards for standing. The adverse ints describe. in

the pr eceding para,: sist ss'; ,r.: I- r v

requirement.

FC~S AR HKEP.i 1-



5.S.2 Mioreever, Envirocare's financial interests

O an opertor In the byproduct material disposal business

areW~tin the zone of interf-sts protected by the Atomic

-Cnrg7Ac:- MAN),} 42 U.S.C. 55 2011-29184. The AEA and the

zegulations promulgated thereunder provide that the NRC in

its tanagemont of byproduct material shall qive due

the, ecq R ic costs associated with

possessior. and transfer of such material. See 42 U.S.C.

* S 2114(a) (1), 10 C.F.R. part 40 Appendix A.

5.5.3 Envirocare's environmental and economic

.in.terests are also within the zone of interests protected by

both NJEPA and the AEA. See 42 U.S.C. C 4331-4332; and

42 U.S.C. § 2114. Both these statutes are aesigned to

protect the public health and the environment, as well as

foster the environmentally respcrlsiLle growth of the nuclear

energy industry. Envirocare, as a member of that industry,

is in a unique position to ensure that the NRC mntets those

statutory objectives.

5.5.4 An order from th9 "oreqri QMC's
proposed amendment t, comply wlt.. thet same AEA and NEPA

requirements as Envirocare was required to comply w-th would

pr... nt *the aiov,_ scri be- s rI- r, vh, :Aroc ire s

interests.

F~; OR A~



areas ofq[oncerrU about theA, lcensIr4I
Is the suhiect matter of the

Q•.. .s prOOSed amendment is subject to the

ro uirents of 40_C.F.R. part 40. See 10 C.F.R. 55 40.2,

40.3.

-. 6.2 10 C.F.R. part 40. Appendix A sets forth

,stringent critera, groundwater protection

standards, radon barrCr requirements, ietection monito:ing

requirements, and inspection requirements.

5.6.3 Applications for license amendments must

be filed in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 40.31. See

10 C.F.P. S 40.44.

5.6.4 10 C.F.R. § 40.31 requires the applicant

to clearly demonstrate, by means of written specifications

in the application, how the r iu'rCns o1 10 C.F.P. part

40, Appendix A have been addressed.. Failure to make such a

showing is grounds for the NFC to iefuse to accept an

application.

5.6.5 QMC's suzary application for it.s proposed

amendment fails to contain written specifications showing

that the requirements of 10 C.F.P. part 40, Append:x A have

been met. See QMC's Pýjques f, A y*.ber 20,

1 995.



. . 6.6 C proposes to dispose of newly received

b oduct material by placing it in earthen cells

Contructed on top of the finished NRC-approved' radon

attenuation cover system on impoundment 12. It is not clear

that this arrangement- will comply with the standards set

othin 10 C. ,art 40, Appe It is not clear

Ifiter t~his propo~ -wi~ll.disru't `h rdon attenuation

system required by QMC's Stabilization Plan. It is not

clear whether this proposal will exacerbate the existing

ground water contamination problem that is the subject of a

Corrective Action Program.

5.6.7 Additionally, the NRC required Envirocare

to comply with additional administrative and record keeping

requirements in 10 C.F.R. §§ 61.80 and 61.82, waste manifest

requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 20.311, and the worker safety

and other requirements delineated in 10 C.F.R. parts 19, 20,

and 21. See 59 Fed. Reg. 2959. The Federal Register's

Notice on QMC's license amendment does not indicate whether

the NRC will require QMC to comply with these requirements.

See 62 Fed. Reg. 23282. The NRC decided that compliance

with these regulations ensures the safe operation of lle. (2)

disposal facilities when it required Envirocare to comply

with them. QMC should therefore also be required to comply



'th theim. Additionally, compliance with those regulations

a. co doing business for commercial facilities for

77 al*'-Ile. 2) wastes from other persons.. If QMC does

t have to-comply with them, it will have an economic and

competitive advantage over similarly situated commercial

.42) disposal facilities.

0 -is de n r to .that federal

agencies fully develop information that will allow them to

consider the environmental impact of their actions, and an

EIS is evidence that an agency has considered environmental

concerns. It appears from the Environmental Assessment and

FONSI that the NRC has tailed to consider the environmtmntal

impact of QMC's license amendment to the extent required by

NEPA. An historical review of Federal Register notices

regarding QMC's facility indicates that the NRC has yet to

perform a full environmental review under* NEPA of QMC' s

operations under its current license. The NRC has therefore

failed to inform the public of -any adverse environmental

effects from QMC's operations.

5.6.9 Envirocare is concerned that the PONSI

violates the letter and spirit of N"EA by tailing to develo

full infor-mat ior, on t. 1..... t S of t.he

proposed action, and by not all n public ....... on the

37: Fýc~O A~



envi.r..... tal impacts of thp dctionl. Envirccare has a

nor both NEPA and the AEA to ensure that pubiic

" ndn in commercial low-level radioactive waste

sites is not undermined by the NRC's failure to

ensure tat it identifies and analyzes adequate information

about the environmental impacts of a proposed disposal

ied and analyzed.

5.6:0 Envirocare his an economic concern that

the NRC failed to adequately address the environmental

impact of QMC's proposed amendment. Envirocare spent

substantial sums to reimburse the NRC for the costs the NRC

incurred in preparing an EIS tor Envirocare's disposal

facility. If the FONSI for QMC's facility is not withdrawn,

QMZ will save the substantial costs associated with

preparLng -an ES, sts .hvt: nt .. ve to pass on in

-fees charged to lle.(2) waste generators. QMC will be able

to charge lower fees and wi, q3un - competitive advantage

over Envirocare.

5.6.11 Envirc,..:are's eC:bnlomic -nt.erest is also

tied to its environmental intorest in t :. :•dfe operation of

QMC's facility. if the environmental impacts of QMC's

proposed license a:endmt. Ir- aA-, a•.< .:ý,e! assessed or

identifiecd for public c.4.enl, con idence in the safe

REQL%:: U H EAN .1 -



operatio of ? low-level radioactive waste facilities could

4 ff Thenclear energy industry is a controversial and

ien tive one. If public confidence in the safe

Soadioactive waste is lost, the economic

vi.abiity of these facilities will be endangered.

Cirumtarcs establ1shini that leguest for

hbaing istimel11; "T.. AIM .0

A Notice of Opportunity f Hea*hg

*NRC••ý Finding of No Significant Impact for QMC's proposed

amendment was published in the Federal Register on April 29,

1997 See75 62 FR 23282-23284. This was the first Federal

Register notice referring or relating to QMC's proposed

amendment. This request tor hearing is being filed within

30 days of the April 29, !997 Federal Register notice.

Thus, this request 1s timely rIprsuant to 10 C.F. R.

§ 2.1205(d) (1).

VI. CONCLUSION

For the foregqinq reasons, Envi rocare respectrully

requests that the NRC gra.t.it ha : or-, QMC's prop.-,

amendment pursuant to 10 C.F.R. par, . sbpart L, and take

the other actions requested in Part 111 of this Petition.

~b. E'1P Et~Ž~>. i -



DATED this 28th day of May, 1997.

Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Attorneys for Envirocare
of Utah, Inc.

By nd

Lyda L. B~rothers; WSBA No. 16072
Alex' dra K.Smith; WSBA No.20058
Ric rd W. Elliott; WSBA No. 5605

260 Century Square
1501 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101-1688
Telephone: (206) 622-3150
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Commsseion. the presiding o rf . the
Atomic Safety and Licons Board that
the petition and/or r"t should be

antedb esed upon lancing of the
actors speciied fn 10 CFR 2..14(a)(1)(l)-

Iv} and 2.714(d).
For further details with respect to this

action. see the application for
amendment dated December 119M ]gg
which is available for public inspection
at the Commission's Public Document
Room. the Ceoman BuildIn. 2120 L
Street. NW-. Washington. DC 20555 and
at the Local Public Document Room
located at the Atkins Library. University
or North Carolina. Charlotte (UNCC
Station). North Carolina 2,z83.

Dated-at Rockville. Maryland. this 17th day
of January. I:w.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Timothy A. keed. -
Pton/ct Manager. Pr/'ec! Dirwcmtorw 1l-1
Di vision of RJeactor PrOiec,-i/IL. Office of
Nuclea Reacfor Regulocaon.
(FR Dmc. 11-178 Filed 1-4-41; 54,5 emI
IMLL04 coal PeI4t..

(Docket No. 040049J91

Envirocare of Utah. Inc.; Receipt of
Appltcatbon fo Byprod~uct Material
waste Dispo Ucens

Nonca of Receipt of ApplU'icon foe
Byproduct Material Waste DispoGal
License

Notice is hereby given that the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
has received, by letter dated November
14 1989, an application and safety
analysis report from Environcars of
Utah Inc.. ior a License to accept and
dispose of uraruum and thorium
byproduct material (as defined In
section le.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act.
as amended) received from other
persons, at a site near Clive. Utah.

The applicant pr-poas to dispose of
high-volume. low.activlty section 21.4(2)
byproduct material received In bulk by
rail and trurck

The material will be placed in earthen
disposal cells in elfta and covered with
earth and rock. The applIcAnt propose
to conduct operations on a site where
tha applicant currently disposes of
Natra-lly Occurring Radioactive
Material (NORM) under LIcen"e from the
Utah Departuent of Health. Bureau of
Radiation Control

Th State of Utah has recently been
granted an amended saeement.
purisuant to section V4b, of the Atomac
Enerly Act. as amended, to expand its
relWa tory 'iit.lionty to include the
disposal of low-lavel radjoactive wase.-
The auL.ionrny does not. however.
include autlhorny to repiIte the

disposal of section 11.42) byproduct
material. Regulatory authority for the
disposal of section 11e.(2) byproduct
material In the State of Utah remains
with the NRC.

The dsposasl of waste considered in
this notice would occur in disposal units
separate from those used to dispose of
other cteglorie of weste.
P010 FRT PONU MATI"WO¢ CONTAC:.
Terry L Johnson Uranium Recovery
Branch Division of Low-Level Waste
Management and Decommission•ng.
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards. U.S Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 205
telephone (301) 492-3440.

Notice of Av ailabillty of Applicant's
Application

The applicant's application. which
describes the naturl and proposed
design features or the facility, as well as
facility operations, is being made
available for public Inspection at the
Commission's Public Document room at
2120 L Street. NW. (Lower Level).
Washington. DC 20555
Notice of the Regulatory requirements
That NRC Will Apply in te Review of
the Application and in Reaching a
Licensing Decision

By this notice. the Commission is
establishing the applicability of its
regulations to this specific application
for the commercial disposal of section
1le.(2) byproduct material.

1. The Commission has determined
that 10 CFR par 40. including appendix
A. applies to the review of this
application to dispose of section Ile.(Z)
byproduct material. The applicant may
request an exemption from any
requirements in 10 CFR part 40 that it
belives should not apply.2. Ths NRC staff will prepare an

environmental impact statement XIS)
pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
part 5L The ESwill be based oa the
staff evaluation of an environmental
report to be prepared by the applicanL

3. Certain administrative and
recordleeping requirements delineated
In to CYR pan 81. subpart G. mus-t be
included Ln the license. These
requirements are given in 10 CYR 51.80
and 61.A2.

4. The waste mamifest requirements
contained in 10 COR ..11 will be made
appUlcable by a Ucan" condition. The
licensee will be allowed to accept waste
only if it s sccoimparted by a maninest
prepared according to IOCFR 2.Q11.
Basoed on the application. the NRC stall
may consider. u part of the Blcen.ing
process. exemptions for certain ope c
pecksn clasificadon. snd labeLlIn
requirements contained Ln 10 CYR

20.1. for land burial, that may not be
gemae to section 11.42) byproduct
material waste shipped to the facility.
The staff wll ako require that more
lnformation be obtaned from the
gaenrator on the chemical constituents
than the 'principle chemical form- as
specified in 10 CFR 7A311(b) in order to
address the date and groundwater
protection requirements of appendix A
to 10 CFR pas 40.

L. 7Ue enperl requirements of other
Commission regulations: 10 CFR part
19---Notices. instructions. and Reports
to Workers: Inspections and
investigations-. o CFR Part 2--
"Standards for Protection Against
Radiation": and 10 COR Part 21-
'Reporting of Defects and
Noncompliance." will apply according to
their terms.

Notice of Opportunity foe Hearing
The applicant and any person whose

interest may be affected by the issuance
of this license may file a request for a
hearing. A request for hearing must be
filed with the Office of the Secretary.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington. DC =S5 within 30 days of
the publication of this notice in the
Federal Register, be served on the NRC
staff (ExecutUve Director for Operstinr.
One White Flint North. 11555 Rockitle
Pike. Rockville. MD =352); be served on
the applicant (Enviuocatr of Utah. Inc..
173 South West Temple. suite 501. Salt
Lake City. Utah M4101. and must comply
with the requirements set forth in the
Commissions' regulations. 10 CFR 2.105
and 2.714. The request for hearing must
set forth with particularity the interest
of the petitioner in the proceeding and
how that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding, including the
reasons, why the request should be
gpanted with particular reference to the
following factors:

1. The nature of the petitioner's right.
under he Act. to be made a party to the
proceeding

2. The nature and extent of the
petidoner' property. financial or other
intert in the proceedmg: and

I The possible effect, on the
petitioner's interest. of any order which
may be entered in the proceeding.

The request must also set forth the
specific aspect or aspects of the subjeict
matter of the proceeding as to whuch
petitoner wishes a beann•.

The applicant. any pqrson admitted as
a parry, or an entity pa.rticpei'lng under
10CYR Z_'iseI. may move the
Commisiion to reconsider an-y ;.itjion of
this notice relat_•i 1o the applicabibty )f
10 CM 8 2 311 ond .o U'lR si so aend

82 a.- The p-e.,iton must be fted wlO-hýin,



all t,,Il -or
, ppoa t• p om.'l'e meion wibe
processed seU n aR ."

Demi at 3ack MI&rylAnd. this. ta& day
of Jam)ary "

rae the Riuder Raetory Cammuoal.
S,111 XJ. Q1.
SecvWy of Ofe comasiuiJo
(FR DOe. 91-V755 rTI-ed Z,.a-e a" aan

IDocket No& W-4"

Ilinois Iower Comepeny, EL AL. Cinton
Power Stoe. Unl No. I; Notio al
Constderallon of ousimce ad
,Amosmuit to Facy Opernsa"
L ee and Proposed no SlgomcMic
Hazarda Consaderation Determination
Nd Opporturity for Heasing

. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (the Commission) is
consideing sunic of an mendmeot
1o Facility Operating Lices No. NPF-
2. Issued to Illinois Power Company

(LP) OL aL (the licensees) for operation
of the Cliwo Power Station. Unit No. 1
located In DeWIu County. Minloi.

The proposed amendment would
consist primarily of an administrative
change to the Clinion Power Station'
(CPS's) Techcal Specifications (TS's)
to relecm an exemption to Appendix I of
Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Rejulations. Part 50 (Appendix 1) if
approved by the Commission. The one
time exemption to Appendix I would
authorize plant operation for one cycle
following the current rehelan outage.
NRC approvaJ of thiis request would
enlow UP ample time to develop and
implement a lonrg term solution (which
may involve a change to the current
plant design) to air leakage problems in
check valves 1B21-FoA and B.

The current exigent circumstances
were unforeseeable due to the fad that
prior to January 8. 1991. IP believed ia
wee in full compliance with Appendix 3
and the CPS TS'a. On January L 19M'.
the NRC staff Informed [P that the CPS
design did not have supporting analysis
to allow check valves 1B132A4V and B
to be exlcuded from the maximum
pathway leakage determinston for the
feedwater penetrations I MiC-avC and
010. The exigent nature of s request Is
necessary due to the Idenificat•on of
this Issue near the ¢ompleotflo of the
current CPS refueting outage and is
required to be reviewed and approved
by the staff pri to resumpton of
operetlon of CPS.

Before Imanca of the p5,pv ed
license amendment thv Comminion

cmusolobaa made. a F oe P
deteahmeo.tai 9W amandaia
reqo hi9voi9'Vee so sigaeant hazapds

co'sddmtioN Under 6he Comm adoe's
regulations In 10 CFR 50.92M tWle means
that operad. of Soe facity, I
a ccor~dace wIt dwe proposed
amendmeat would not: (1) Involve a
significant mase in the probabili•y or
conseqatence of an accident previowly
evaluated or (2) create Oh possibility of
Snew er differest kind of accident bfom

any accident previously evaluated: or 13)
involve a significat reduction in a
mergin of sadety.

The staff has evaluated the icensee's
request and analysis of no signiflcant
hazards consideratlion and is providing
an evaluatio against each of the above
coteria below.

(1) The licensee has Indicated that the
three postulated accident analys"e
potenti4y Impacted by the request ae. -
(1) the feedwater Una break outside
contanment. (2) the feedwater line
break inside containmarnt end (3) the
design basis accdent recirculation line
break For all the postulated ac:ideni
scenaros above, the licensee has
indicated that the design of the
feedwater system piping would provide
adequate assurance that an air leakage
pathway from the containment to the
environment would not exist.
Additionally. the CPS reedw•ter
penetrations have two additional
containment Isolation vates,. 1321-
FUOA/B and 1321-FPn&A/B. which
have demonstrated acceptable air
leakage rates. Based mainly on the
above information and the successful
completion of an ASNM Coda water test
oi the I12/FWZ2A and B check valves, it
appears that this request would not
result in an increase in the probability of
occurrence of any event previously
evaluated.

(2) The 1lcensee's request does not
involve a change to the plant design.
Heweer,. plant operadon in accur ance
with the proposed exemption would
constitute a change in plant operation
relatve to the testing requirements of
the IB22-FO32AZ and B check valves.
Tb. licensee has determined that tWe
cha.-4ge In piswnt operualon bas the
potential to Impact only Ue
consequences of loss-of-coolant
accidents previously dlc'ansed tn Item 1
above. Based on the above discussion, it
@pMears that leakage or failure of Tie

B21-PFiA and 5 check valvrs cannot
alone aeste dte poesibfli• of a new or
difTetenl kind of accident from any
accident previously evalhated.

themrY 0~l = as" one
= su I I of i pof dedp
baos ee of coolalt eaddodm "re
Ilcensees ,anoavis mn 41a, e aoat 6a
capability to prevont cm wt
stmosper Iekage to the - __en
Is maiaiained by a combinead= of both
satisfactor leak rute test of two
additional onrtainmen Is•lation vahlvs.
IB21-.iMOA/B and 1321-ISSAIL. and
the presence of a water said that wguld
be in the ftdwater pipnt Based on the I
above analysis. t appears that the
license'es request wood not result in a
sigPficant redct" in the Sargolf
safety.

The NRC staff has reviewe the -
licensee's analysis and. based on this
review. it appears that the three crteria
are satisifled. Therefore. the NRC staff
proposes to determine that the
amendment request Involveso
significant hazards conside tIom.

Accordingly. the Commission
proposes to determine that this change
does not involve a significant hazards
considersti•o.

The Cammission in seeking pubhc
comments on this proposed
determination. Any comments r.eeived
within fifteen (1s) days after the date of
publication of this notice wil be
considered in making any final
dete.rminatio•. The Commissm wW not
normally make a foal dtermisnaim
unles it recives a request for
hearng.

Writtin commente may be sabmirted
by mail to the Regulatory Pubicanons
BrancIh. Dviaioo of Fieedo. Of
Information and Publicationm Servic.
Office of Administr'•€o. U.S. Nucleu
RegWlatory Comm.ission Washiono
DC M0XSL and sbould c~te the
publication date and peae number Of
this Federal tegister nonce.

Written comments may also be
delivered to Room P-2,3. Phfilips
Building. 7n2 Norfolk AvenuL
BetheMs. Maryland. from 7M am. to
4:15 p.m. Copies of written comments
received may be examined at the NRC
Public Dow'ment Room. the Celman
Building. ui2 L Street. NW.
Washington. D- The filing of requests
for hearing end petitions for leave to
intervene Is dicussed below.

By Pebrary Z. 1991. the licenm may
file a request for a hearing with repec
to irsuance of the amendment to the
sublect facility operstiAng hlCeTn and
any person whoseinterest may be "
affectwd by ths proceedbig and who
wishes to prtic€pate as a pariy On

- proeding most mIe a written request

t

I
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11. Spedi& T~arn

For purposes of applyi; dio
Exemptions to th peoklioas ad
section 84t7(cX2) of FI•SA. (11 Amy
ame-6-1 t1 oGa of the CIS"
Exemptioa.s adopted pursuant to section
406(a) of ERJSA and the piveadwres set
for(b in 29 CFR part 25. subpart B [55
FR W36. 3284. Augusi A8 IM9).
relating to the mlief provided from the
prohibitions of section 405(b) of ERISA
or subsections thereunder. shall ha

* deemed to apply far purposes of FERSA.
unless the Depeatmest expressly
determines. as Part of the proceeding to
amend such class exemption. that theamendment taxiw oatmblo w4K

respe t the Patid. (2) Any refrence in
"e Cala .Esatiom to ecroon 4W'.
"section 40 of the Ac•t. sectka
V4n(b)" w "ec2t, 4r(bl n,.the Ac"
shall be deemed to apply to section
8477(c)(2) ofFE ,A., Reerence to
subse",4oof section 4"(b) of MISA_
shall be demed to apply to the
corresponding subsection of•sectio
6477(c4(21 of FERSA. Thu& reference to

I* "section 406(bgl)" shan mean section
8477tc12)LAj of FESA r'ferenc. to
"'section 4o6(bl(zr sa6l section
8477(c)(ZI(M] of FERSA. and mferenc to
-section 406(b)L31" sbaa mesa section
8477(c)TZ)(-] of FERSA. (3) The term
"'cduciary" as used in the Caiss
Exemptions shall be construed to mean
"fiduciary' as defined in section
8477(aX3) of FERSA. (41 The terms
"employee benefit plan(sr' sad
"plan(sr shall be construed to mean
"Thrift Savings Fund" as established
under fectiom' a4r of FERSA. (5) The
term. "party in nteresrt shall be
construed to mean "party in interest' asP defired in section 84-7(a})4) of FVERSA.
(6) Reference in the Class Exemptions to
"section 5OZ4i) of the Act" shall be
deemed to apply to sectlon 847el,10.10
t,! * =S..A. 7; 1fldee-sp~c in 'e C~s=
Femptlons to "subsections (a](2) and
(b) of section 504 of the Acr shall be
deemed to .po y to section &47fa of
FERSA. (8) References in the Class
Exenptionv to section 49"S of dte
Iniermia: Reverue Code [the Code, cr
subeection. tbereunder ame not
applicable with respect to the Fund.
parsuant to secftion 4975ýX) and 414(1d
of the Code. (9) For purposes o(set-ian
lb)("2) of W 5-118, the term "relatlre
[as defined in section 3(15) of ERISAF
shall mean any spouse. ancestor. L•neal
descendant, or spouse of a lineal
descendant. (101 For purposes of MT
7&--i and PITE 80-61. tde phrase 'by
reamui of a relatlonship to a service
providcr descnbed in seniin 3 t4KnF]
(G,. (If) or (I1 of the Ac". shal mean
"by rv. ,,i % f:, a re!,it.):,!h .p It a sv.- i . e

provkli d, ml•d •,a sacb
8477&&4,Wq G,. (14. M ) W 0I od

Sipad at w~uwztgim3. DC ftts alth day of
May. UM11
Abm D. L~botw.
DeJU4AlVAna W hmaW I o MUM
c4wuavo hmanoa aw W.4hre Assoits
Adwmaaireit LI Dem'tM a sfLabo.
f Dor. H-Om Plaid 3-M1-03: "S aa t

NUCLEAR REG.ULATORY
COVAU•SIO

1Oockat Mo. o40090891

En-lrocm of Utah, Inc.; Idant to
Pruarm a Draft Environmental Irnpac
Statement

I. Desciption of Poposed Action-
Notice Isbersby iv-n 11hat the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the
Ceamdlsion) Ise recetved. by leuer
daoed April ZL 1IM. a revised
appticato-a. ,nvizrm erstal repar and
safety anaslys report from Ewvrocare
of Utah. Inc, for a lscense to receive.
store. and dispose of arsnium and
thorium bypriduct material (as defined
in section lle.(Z1 of the Atomic Energy
Act as mended) receved fr omher
persoos, at a sile near Clive. Tooele
County. Utah.

The appilarm proposes to dispose of
hgh-volame, low-.ctivtty section 1le.[2)
byproduct material received in bulk by
rail and truck The material wirl be
placed in earthen disposal cells in ldts
and covered with earth and rock. The
appl~cant proposes to cvnduct
operations on a sate where the applicant
currently disposes of Naturally
Occurring Radioactive Material (NOR.M)
under license from the Utah Department
of Ileý-.'k re.z Of Pa•o a.jTx C,:i.-_1

The State of Utah iecently was
granted an amended agreement.
pursuant to section 2n4b. of the Atomic
Energy Act to expand its regulatory

!-~ t. -cude the disposal of low.
leve; -ad.,oocth-e waite. Under this
agrmeereý, •he State has licensed
Envirocare to disposw of low-level waste
at the C•vs. Utah ste. pending
f'lfifmerit of a number of rechnscal
requirements stipulated in Ground
Water Quality Discharge Permi No.
UGW 450UO. fIared by the Executive
Secretary of the Utah Weter Pollution
Contol Commilta. Ile suth"oty does
not. bowever. iclude aurthoray to
regulata the dwaposal of sectlnri 11e t,2
byproduci nuteril. Rittydatory
athoriy far the d•,osal of sectija
lie (2) byproduct ma'.t.:nid in the State of

U'tah 1110311:110 ah." Midseas
Regulatory ComimnIon (l'I)2. Alta, a•,O.-The ul, dpeil
altematdrs ctmontly plamnd tobe
considered in he preparation of a draft
state I balads alternative 0&1 of
he facilty. altenvativ design and
operstimon acceptance of addiocal
sadloacti waste. and (he ahernative of
no ScensLas acdos.

& Scopizig Process.-Th'e scoping
process wi coasial ef M4 so-l.ceivtt r'
comments on 6he scope of the piop~r
environmental impact statment by
interested prest. Couments from the
pubic and .U interseted governmert
agencies am Invited. Copies of this
mwtice will be mailed to all affected
Federal. State. and local aqFtn u. and
other interested peson Written
comments concerning te scope of the
proposed statement wfll be accepted
athrough hol a3 299.

4. Document Availability-The
applicprrs £Envronmeunta. Report and
Application and any subsequent
documsuels will be avable for
fnspectlon and copying at the Public
Document Room. 2LM L Street NW..
Washingtun. DC Z=5.
FOR FURTHEJ IIrWORUATrOM CONTACr
Sandra L Wastler. Urnium Recogery
Branch. Diviaioa of Low-Level Wasta
Management and Deiounnissioing.
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
S&feguad& US. Nsclear Regulatory
Commsion. Washington. DC ZOS&
(301) 49-2"L

Dated at Roc.kwiI. Maytand. Nt .hi d,-)
of May 1951.

For th tKudear Regulstory Co,'i"-,,,i

low.lvbel WasteMetf eme.t a.i

Decamnuss~orung. Offce o- Nujclear
talerr.as Sofety and Saf'eguar , AN .

rtR Do• e•-ue raal .-3i.-e. 8 45 s*Ti

M.LG W00115

(Docket No. 50-1551

Consumers Power Co. (Big Roch Point

Plant); Exem~tion

I
Corsumer Poaer Company LCI'w.o.

the lcensee) in the holder of FactIrty
Operating Ikenge No. DPR-4 which
authorizes tie operation of the 1ig L•L.
Point Plamn [the fac.lty) at &4eady-stwte
reackv power levels no( in excess of 240
megawatts thermal (rated powetr). Th.e
facibry consists of one bo[llTrg water
reactor located at twe tcensee's s&e .a

Charlevoca% County, ikhigan. The
licemse .vuvides. acoaN other tUingR.
that it i suiblect to all rules. re'g1 ': v -s

I
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NOTICES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

(Docket No. 40-8989)

Envirocare of Utah, Inc.; Issuance of Facility License

Monday, November 29, 1993

,.*-62690 Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
|(the-Commission or NRC), has issued Byproduct Material License N. SMC-1559 to
_Envirocare of Utah, Inc. which authorizes the receipt, storage, and disposal of
lie. (2) byproduct material (as defined in section lie.(2) of the Atomic Energy

t of 1954, as amended) at a site near Clive, Utah.
*he application for the license complies with the standards and requirements
- the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's

regulations. The Commission has made appropriate findings as required by the
Act and the Commission's Regulations in 10 CFR chapter I which are set forth in
the license. Prior public notice of the overall action involving the proposed
issuance of license was published in the Federal Register on January 25, 1991
(56 FR 2659).
The Commission has determined that the issuance of this license will not

result in any environmental impacts other than those: evaluated in the Final
Environmental Statement since the activity authorized by this license is
encompassed by the overall evaluation described in the Final Environmental
Statement.

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) byproduct Material
License SCM-1559; (2) the Commission's Final Safety Evaluation Report, dated

ne 18, 1993, and Supplement 1; (3) the License Application, and amendments
ereto; (4) the Environmental Report, and amendments thereto; and (5) the

i nal Environmental Statement dated August 1993.
These items are available for inspection at the Commission's Public Document

Room located in the Gelman Building, Lower Level, 2120 L Street, NW,,
Washington, DC.
Dated at Rockville, Maryland this 19ch day of November 1993.
*62691 For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Daniel M. Gillen,

Acting Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Low-Level Waste Management
and Decommissioning, Office of Nuclear Material Saferty and Safeguards.

(FR Doc. 93-29128 Filed 11-26-93; 8:45 am)

BILLING CODE 7590-01-M

Co~pr. -_ !'17. Nc I-)~ , .r~ , S. ' Wor
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ENVIRONMlENTAL ASSESSMENT

]1e.(2) BYPRODUCT MATERIAL DISPOSAL AMr1,Y.lEHrT REQUES T FOR OUiVIPA MINANG
COMPifiI' S AMBROS I A L ae.E FAC I L I TY

On November 2u. 1W9b-. Ouivira Mining Compaiy c•ulira requested d Il cere
amendment for V-- 'mbrosia Lake farilitv to innually receive and dispose of up
to 10.000 yd3 (,.650 m') per generator of .!: (2) byproduct material in
tailings impoundment #2. Additional infor-ndtion (May 9. 1996. january 24.
1997. and February 13. 1997) has also included an annual total limit of
100.000 yel3 (76.SOn m3) frnm all generators. -0uivira requested that material
from in situ facilities be excluded from the limits. NRC staff will require
by license condition that all generators. including in situ facilities be
limited to the 10.100 yd2 (7.650 mi) per generator and the total annual limit
of 100.000 yd3 (76.500 m3) be inclusive of -ll material received from
generators, including in situ facilities.

The disposal of the requested material at the Ambrosia Lake facility will not
result in any significant adverse environmentai impacts. The potential
impacts are 'ess than any impacts that cc'.J hrde resulted due to the facility
operating as licensed. Specifically, the total amount of material received
each year is a small fraction of the allowed Droduction rate of 11P.(2)
byproduct material under operations Unlike naterial created during the
Ambrosia Lake's milling operations. the received material will be free of
standing liquids and usually contained in sealed 55-gallon (0.21 mi) drums or
crates. At the end of receipt activities, a final radon attenuation and
erosion protection cover will be designed and placed to assure compliance with
the radon flux standard of 20 pC)/meis (G 7 Bq'mzis).

Mate-ials would arrive on site usually in sealed bS-gallon (0.21 m3 ) drums
and/or crates as Low Specific Activity exclusive use shipments. Full drums
will be directly disposed into the disposal area. The disposal area will be a
series of earthen cells on the east side of tailing impoundment #2 and -
abutting impoindment #1. constructed on tOF of the finished radon attenuation
cover system. Partially full drums will be oporad and either filled with
material or emptied into the disposal area ano oie drum cr':shed. Types of
material not contained within sealed drums cr crates, such as pumps. process
equipment, cement, and pipes, will be crushed, dismantled, and/or spread
within the disposal area in a tight rmmpact manner to minimize void space
When the crushed material layer reaches 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) thick.
clean fill will be utilized to fill any rema*,nno void space. Upon cessation
of roceipt and disposal operations. Quivira will subrait a new reclamation plan
based on the iina- cnaracteristics u, Lhe impoundments. including a final
radon attenuation cover system.

In the approved 1986 reclamation plan. the Ambrosia Lake facilitys tailing
capacity was based on an assumption of 18 more years of production at 7.000
tons (5.000 yd3 [3.825 m')) of tailings pes day which would yield an
additional 43 million tons (31 million yC' (24 million m3 ]) of tailings
material When added to the 31 million tons (22 million yd' (17 million m'])

Enclosure 2
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in the disposal impoundments in 1986. tho Total quantity the design acz:unted
for was 74 million ton- (53 mllicn yd' 14(0 mildion nm3]). Ambrosia LaaK
halted operations far earlier than the planed IS year run and currentlV hCi•
33 million tons (04 million .yd3 (18 millon m]lv) of tailings in impoundmeriltc
#1 and #2. Therefore. the excess capacity under the 1986 reclamation pldn is
41 willion tons 029 ir."-on'yd3 (2 million nr)) of tailings.

Quivira has not requested to fill the entire available space under the
reclamation plan. Quivira is limiting the height of impoundment #2 to that of
Impoundment #1 to irsure prupur run-off coitrols during reclamation. Based on
this assumption, there is approximately a 33 foot (9 m) elevation difference
between the average elevation of impoundment #1 and #2. Multiplying by the
current size of tailings impoundment two. 78.3 acres (31.7 ha). the usable

* capacity Is approximately 5.3 million tons i3.8 million yd3 [2.9 million m3 ]).

NRC believes this request will not result in significant impacts because theSimpacts will be a small fraction of those? that rould result due to currently
approved activities for the following rea,-n,:

* 1) The total annual volume is a sn.all friction of the total volume
allowed to be produced under the current license. Based on an approved
production rate of 7.000 tons-(S.000 yd) [3.825 in3]) per day. the requested
annual limit would be reached in only 20 days of production.

2) Groundwdter impacts are minimized because the received material w!'l
be free of standing liquids and the disposal cells will have a 3 foot (I m)
thick minimum clay liner. In comparison, material produced by milling
operations would result in solid and liquid phases that would need to be
dried. Additionally. the licensee will be requireu to only accept materlil
similar in physical. chemical and radiological characteristics to materij,
already disposed in the impoundments.

*3) Air releases will be minimized because most ;f the material reLeived
will be packaged in drums or crates. Under full prodiction activities
produced 1'e-(2) byproduct material is nct confined bui must be wettec to
reduce fugitive dust emissions

4) Exposure to workers is expecLed to be similar or lower than
* exposures expected to personnel working with lle.(2) byproduct material due to

currently licersed operations. In addition to being 'ice,,;ed for full
operations. Quivira is currently licensed to accept small volumes of ile (2)
byproduct material from a couple of specific sources in-situ byproduct
material from Rio Algom Smith Ranchand damaged yellow-cake drums from
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. Material received under the disposal request
would be packaged similarly and would be handled under the pre-existirg
radiation protection program. The radiological characteristics of the waste
from each Qeneuw•or will be si-ni'ir to those already present in the tailings
impoundments and most material will L- packaged which will minimize exposures
due to inhalation

0,5 2 1V nI iS i-)-)o i rx -ý \ -)h5 I
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Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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EXECUTED at Seattle. Washington, this 1'-tlay of May, 1997.
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usually obtained from the local water
luPoactive gaseous effluents during

normal operations are limited to argon.
41. and th release of radioactive liquid
effluents can be carefully monitored and
controlled. Liquid wastes au collected
In storape tanks to allow for decay and
monitoring before dilution and release
to the sanitary sewer system or the
environment. This liquid waste may
also be solidified and disposed of as
solid waste. Solid radioactive wastes au
packed and shipped oflfite for disposal
or storage at NRC-approved sites. The
transportation of such waste is done In
Saccordac with exsting NRC and

• Department of Transportstion
regulations In approved shipping
containers.PChemical and sanitary waste systems
are similar to those at other similar
laboratories and buildings.

Environmental Effacts of Sits
preparation and Facility Conitruction

Construction of such facilities
invariably occurs in areas that have
already been disturbed by other
building construction end. in some
cases, solely within an already existing
building. Therefore, construction would
not be expected to have any signifiant
effect on the terrain, vegetation.
wildlife, or nearby waters or aquatic life
The societal. economic, and aesthetic
impacts of construction would he no
greater than those associated with the
construction of an office building or a
similar research facility

Environmental Elfacts of Facility
Operation

Release of thermal effluents from a
reactor of less than 2 Mw(t) itoll not
have a significant effect (in the
environment. This small &mount of
waste heat is generally reiltid it) the
atmosphere by means of small cooling
towers. Extensive drift and/or fog will
not occur at this low power level The
small amount of waste heat released to
sewers, in the case of hbet exchanger
secondary flow directly t) the sewer
will not raise average water
temperaturei in the environment

Release oft rutine gaseous effluents
can be limited tto argon 41 wha h is
genenrted ly eIutron atct ifat, )n of air
In most :asos, this rleas.' w~lilie kept
As low as prmn lt ihI, hlv toy lfoo gase+s
other thiit air fir %upliorting
expa'ritlati* ts• ye I++ | p ririo'e t ' thtt taro
.+iol,!ort,., b~y +mr i+re" ,l,--sg ,o l i,)

in onon/e jotlitt itlio ot i! rgtntii 41

Yearly dlse. ti mirei'trlcted inrws will
be at or be*loIw ,.tibli•hh.d I o ( 'F1 H .<

h20t ,lmi.tts Ro•n .to-1&1-,jf ,r,.fo'llv

monitored and controlled in a manner
that will ensure compliance with
current staudards. Solid radioactive
wastes will be shipped to an authorized
disposal site in approved containers,
These wastes should not require mom
than a few shipping containers a year.

On the basis of experience with other
research reactors., specifically TRIGA
reactors operating in the 1-to-2-Mw(t)
range, the annual release of gaseous and
liquid effluents to unrestricted armes
should be less than 30 curies and 0.01
curia, respectivelyý

No release of potentially haumful
chemical substances will occur during
normal operation. Small amounts of
chemicals mid/or high-solid-content
water may be released from the facility
through the sanitary sewer during
periodic blowdown of the cooling tower
or from laboratory experiments.

Other potential effects of the facility.
such as aesthetics, noise, or societal
effects or impact on local flora and
fauna are expected to be too small to
measure.

Environmental Effects of Accidents

Accidents ranging from the failure of
experiments up to the largest core
damage and fission product release
considerid possible result in doses that
are less than 10 (FR Par 20 limits and
are Lfnsidetlmi negligible with respect to
the environment

Unavoidable Effects of Facility
Construction and Operation

'rh,, unavoidable effw Is of
c onstrucltion anid tepf'ratifin tilvaive the
mate-rials useid in fiinstru tlion that
Sdnoiol It*! rle o,,.-rej andfi thee fissionabtle
1nittetrai tosr. t in the otitlto No 4difr'ti

inl.opa• t ,he e'nsvironment is ifettileti

ftrim either ,4 theft tunavoifabile effects

Alteruatives to Constructon and
peratlon of it'" Vacility

l'o dat otmplhom the ohiictives
a,•ie tat.'d with reseamh reactors. there
am nlit .uitable alternatives !-Sei of
ItWW1'e+ 0614-11 1IV--ar, tl+ rainin•g of stioeItts

tit iht tierdftil (it reat tors. prtosi(ti. i

gamltlna raV beams to itunle I

LIong-Term Elffe ts of Fa, iltv
Construe lion and Operation

'.!1 oK I,. .t t' , ,

It it, ola" ifn '' !!!++, ~ ~ ~ 1 ++.• I, +,thebr. +. ,tt<:

I• ! + '+ + t +! '•+'i + +l + +++o r+ +

commitment is associated with such
facilities.

Costs and Benefits of Facility
Alternatives

The costs of facility alternatives are
on the order of several millions of
dollars and have very little
environmental impact. The benefits
include, but are not limited to. some
combination of the following: conduct
of activation analyses. conduct of
neutron radiography, training-of
operating personnel, and education of
students. Some of these activities could
be conducted using particle accelerators
or radioactive sources, which would be
more costly and less efficient There is
no reasonable alternative to a nuclear
research reactor for conducting this
spectrum of activities.

Conclusion

The staff concludes that there will be
no significant environmental impact
associated with the licensing of research
reactors or critical facilities designed to
operate at a power level of 2 Mw(t) or
lower and that no environmental impact
statements must be written for the
issuance of construction permits.
operating licenses. or license renewals
for such facilities.

Dated December 3. 199hm

[FR [)tw. 97-10973 Filed 4-Z&- 97.8 45 4ml
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Opportunity for Heaing

AG.NCY: Nuclear Regulatory

ACTION: Notice

SUMMARY: The t I S Nuchle'ar Regulatory
Cimmission (NRCI proposes to amnend
%R(. S,)tzrm o Material li(f 111n St! A 147*1
if, itiorz the lit ense,,e, (4utiira

.1inK (',,inp tiv {(QM(:1. toi ,efit

11 v Ii timaterial for diispoIl ft it1

Ambrirosta Lake tiranitini nill and
t

iini[ s '*tte. Io a.t+it nedr (;tRits, No'w

kroftoitA .AR'i' Vo IN• inO At'inldl A CT '.1.it
iý t-,rtornti,-d Its• the• NKC( oat| tol
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of Wast Management. Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards. U.S.
Nuclea Regulatory Commission.
Washington. D.C. 20555. Telephone
301/415-7777.

Source Material License SUA-1473
wast orinally issued by NRC n

ptmer1 . pursuat to Title t.
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CMU).
Prt 40, Dboesft Licensing of Source
Material This license currently
authmim QNIC to (1) recelvo,1cqu•re.
pose. and transfer uranium at the

'Anbrioel Lake facity. (2) posess
?'byptoduct material In the form of
uranium waste tiigs and other
uranium byproduct waste senserted by
operations at the mil. and (3) accept. for
d l limie amounts of byproduct
materiel from in ftu leech (ISL)
,aniwn msinng facilities. The mill was
operated on a continual basis hem Mae
105 until lnuary 105. when the mill
was placed on standby.
gIdtc dan of te P o e Actio

On November 20. 1995. Quivira
Mining Company (Quivirs) requested a
license amendment for the Ambrosia
Lake facility to annually receive and
dispose of up to 10o000 yd 3 (about
14,000 tons at a aominal 1.4 tons per
yd 3) per generator of 1ie.(2) byproduct
material in tailings impoundment 12.
with an annual total limit of 100.000
yd J from all generators. NRC staff
would require by license condition that
all generators. including in situ
facilit'es, be limited to the 10.000 yd'
iniletor. and that the total annual

tI of 100.000 yd J be inclusive of all
material received from generators.
including in situ facilities.

Summary ef the Eavlreemmtal
Amemmmt

The NRC staff performed an appraisal
of the environmental Impacts associated
with the requested disposal of is9.(2)
material at the Ambrosia Lake site. in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 51.
Licensing and Regulatory Policy
Procedures for Environmental
Protection. In conducting its appraisal.
the NRC staff considered the following:
(1) information contained in the
approved Reclamation Plan for the
Ambrosia Lake site; (2) information
contained in QMC's amendment
roquest, anti (31 information deril,--
from NRC staff site visits and
inspections of the Ambrosia Lak" In
site and froun c.mmtunications with
QMC The risuits of the stafi's appraisal
ate dot.-uinentel in an Envirofmlmltal
Assessment The safety aspects foi'the

continued operation of the mill are
discussed in a Technical Evaluation
Reirth approved l066 reclamation

plan. the Ambrosia Lake faillty's
tailings capacity was based on an
assumption of 1t mor n m of
production at 7.000 tons of tailings per
day which would yield an additional 43
million tons of tilin material. When
added to the 31 million tons alrmdy in
the disposal intpoundaents. the total
quantity the daesp accounted for was
74 million tons. Ambrosia Lake halted
operations fr earlier than the planned
1i year nn and currently has 33 million
tons of ai nm m
02. Thevr . the mess capacity under
the 1986 reclamation plan is 41 million
tons.

Candusio
NRC believes this request will not

result in significant environmental
impacts because the impacts will be a
small fraction of those that could result
due to currently approved activities for
the following reasons:

(1) The total annual vo,. me is a small
fraction of the total volume allowed to
be produced under the current license.

(2) Groundwater impacts am
minimized because the received
material will be free of standing liquids
and the disposal cells will have a 3-foot
thick minimum clay liner

(3) Air releases will be minimized
because most of the material received
will be packaged in drums or crates.

(4) Exposure to workers is expected to
be similar or lower than exposures to
personnel working with 1 le.(2)
byproduct material under currently
licensed operations

(5) Standard operating procedures am
in place for all operational process
activities involving radioactive
materials that are handled, processed, or
stored;

(6) The licensee will continue, an
acceptable groundwater detection
monitoring program to ensure
compliance with the requirements of 10
CFK Part 40. Appendix A;

(7) The licensee will conduct site
decommissioning and reclamation
activities in accordance with NRC-
approved plans; anti

(8) Bel•ause the staff has dtt.ermuined
that there will he no %ignifi. n a! impac ts
assoi(iated with appr.v.l ,f the license
rnu'ivwal, the+r,e amn he i,

ilm 1) "t ,4 t,#oo 'lV high ,i41.1 4i s e.r,
e|lt is or .ipat Is on Inli.t.lllv dtid Itiw
,o, )Io.. J-11111t ldllli I (',o) *lw ~lo 'llit[i

Ito tih t ,. uah tionittj | oIf F+Ili•, tv iin 'ie it,il
Ili ,, . i•ncernsi, ds dl)t ihnedt int

E.xet, itive ()rder 1 28'8i 41mn Rl \ .( (t lfi e
of Nutclear Materal Sati-tv aind

Safeguards Policy and Procedures Letter
1-50. Rev.I. is not warranted.

Alternmatives to t Proposed Action
The licensee's proposal action is to

amend Source Material License SUA-
1473. to allow disposal of i le.(2)
material at the Ambrosia Lake site. as
requested by QMC Therefore, the
principal alternatives available to NRC
ar to:

(1) Approve the license amendment
with such conditions as are considemld
necessary or approprnote to protect
public hea and salety and the
envim snm or

(2) Deny the amendment to the

Based on its review, the NRC staff has
concluded that there am no significant
environmental impacts associated with
the proposed action; therefore, any
alternatives with equal or greater
environmental impacts need not be
evaluated. Since the environmental
impacts of the proposed action and the
no-action alternative (i.e.. denial of the
renewal) are similar, there is no need to
further evaluate alternatives to the
proposed action.

Finding of so Significant Impact
The NRC staff has prepared an

Environmental Assessment for the
proposed amendment to NRC Source
Material License SUA-1473. On the
basis of this assessment, the NRC staff
has concluded that the environmental

'impacts that may result from the
proposed action would not be
significant. and therefore, preparation of
an Environmental Impact Statement is
not warranted. The Envirumental
Assessment and other documents
related to this proposed action arm
available for public inspection and
copying at the NRC Public Document
Room. in the Gelman Building. 2120 I.
Street NW . Washington. DC 20555

Notice of Opportunity for Hearing
The Commission hereby provides

notice that this is a proceeding ogi an
application for a licensing action falling
within the ilcope onf Suhpart L. "Informal
Hlearing Procedures for Adiuditations Iii
Materials Licensing Proleedings. of the
(:ommtission*s olhs of Prat t e for
D)Innestic Lt oilniinig P'rix medings in 10
CFR Part 2" (54 FR 82b'il I'urnuant to
At 2 1tW).,l. ,tiV petrson1 whtoe iitere'St

lldV it eiffel tIi bY this prim fietoilg IllSv

file at r'usltel for a he'dr.ing In
at ( orII menl i ll ) 14 h L .10 5(,.) 1 t rt44,'in,

fo)r 4i hY'4 tm:o: s It o-i + filt,.I )•it)h in thlri,

this Fetderal Register noini.r. lb. .i replutn
for a h4'4 t4 inio,+.,t hv filqii with th.
( )I•( I #-J thel "-+ 'i*I fiw+,,+,r

:I
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(1) By delivery to the Docketins and
Service Branch of the Office of the
Secrotair at One White Flint North.
1155 Rockevill Pike. k"viUe. MD
20652; or

(2) By mail or tolgremn addressed to
the Secretary. U.S. Nucleer Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20555,
Attention Dockating and Service
Broncb.

acth rquit for a huring must also
e-e d bl dliviering it personally or

(1) The epplicat. Qaivirs Mining
Coimpany. 6em Watsiua Doulevard,

Sufte 323. Oklahomae City, OK 73114;
(2) rbe NNC tMs bdivery to the

Lu ivei Drciw of eastio. on.
White lint North, 11555 RockvilleS Pift. Rockvfle. MD 20652. or by mail
addressed to the Executive Director for
Operationls U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washinon. DC 20555.

In addition to meeting other
applicable requiresunta of 10 CFR Part
2 ofthui Commission's regulations. .
request R a boering filed by a person
other than an applicant must describe in
detadl:

(1) The intreat of the requestor in the
-rceing;

(2) How that interest may be affected
by the reslt of the preceedin.
including the reassons why the requestor
should be permitted a hearing, with
paritcular reference to the factors set out
in S a.1205(g);

(3) the requsmtor'a area Lf concern
about the licensing activity that is theSsubject matter of the proceeding; and

(4) The circumstanes establishing
that the request for a bearing is timely
in accordance with 6 2.1205(c).

Any beaing that is requested and
granted will be held I accordance with
the Commission's Informal Hearing
Procedures for Adjudications in
Materials Liemuing Proceedings in 10
(FI Paut 2. Subpart L

Doted at RIovils. Maryland. thi zind
day of April Irte.

For t" Nusclear RgUlator CommlissOn.
awries L Caoa

Acting Chief. Unasium Recovqe Drnch.
Voinvwn of Waste Adanooument. 00"4
Nudcer ilialsiol Sofey and Safeguards.
(Fit Dcc. ?7-10974 Filed 41-W5-?: .43 smil
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fLAfI Commissioners' Conference
Room. 11555 Rockvillie Pike. Rockville.
Maryland.
STAnU6 Public and Closed.
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Week of Aprl 28

-Friday. May z
W:00 a.m. Meeting with Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safuards
(ACRS) (Public meeting) (Conitact:
Johe Lirtias. 301-415-73101

10:30 am. Meeting with Nuclear
Sey Reserch Reviw Committee.
(NSRRC) (Public meetng) (Csee
lows Caost..301-415-4596)

Neom Affiratien Session (Public
meetig (if needed)

Wmek of Aay5

Tuesday. May 6

2:00 p.m. Briefing on PRA
Implementation Plan (Public
meeting) (Contact: &ary Holahan,
301-415-2884

Wednesday. May 7

2:00 p.m. Briefing on IPE Insight
Report (Public meeting)

3:30 p.m. Affirmation Session (Public
meeting) (if needed)

Thursday. May 8
9100 a.m. Meeting with Advisory

Committee on Medical Uses of
Isotopes (ACM ti) (Public meetsing)
(Contact: Larry Camper. 301-415-
7231)

Week of May 12

Tuesday. May 13
2:00 p.m. Briefing by National and

Wyoming Minia' Associations
(Public meeting)

Wednesday. May 14

2:00 p.m. Briefing on Status of
Activities with CNWRA end HLW
Program (Public meeting)

Thursday, May 15
10:00 am Briefing on Status oif I4I.W

Paigram (Public meeting)
2V00 pro. Briefing on Pedormance

Assessment Prugres in IILW, U.W.
and SI)MP (Public: mrnlitagl

3 :10 p m Affiriuation sst+ion (Puablt
meuitingj (if nmeiod)

We! o W-+,a ay 19)

I Vill A it A< t'irinati ii %l t I'i, t!i it

twliiir K J i wit h 'lit

tiooiniiiten on Not fear Wist'tt

IdarittiS 101 41') 'Ithill

Wednesday, May 21
10:00 am. Briefng on Program to

improve Regulatory Eficitiveneas
(Public meeting)

The schmdu-e ir Cemmisiee UAtellp is
subject to chase on shorl notice. To vwelrf
the status of meetins canl (lscodialg--5Il
415-1 C ei pran km morle
i /niomati: 311HUI(301) 415-lea1.

The NiMe Commission Meeting
Schedule can be fund on the Internet
at: http://www.nmcv/SCY/smj/
achsdule.htm

This notion si tult by mail to
several huoored subsocribers; if you no
lowepr wish to recelve It or would like
to be added to It. PIlUS ceetact the
Office of the Secretary, Atn: Operations
Branch. Washington. D.C. 20555 (301-
415-1661).

In addition, distribution of this
meeti notice over th internet system
is available. If you am interested in
receiving this Commission meeting
schedule electronically. piese sand an
electronic message to wmbinzc.lov or
dkwSnir.gov.

Willam M. NIL Jr.
SFT`V Frmcking 00"'re. Offkv afthe
SeciW.,y,

WI in+W. 97-11231 FlIed 4-2S-17. 2 47 pal
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licensee Shieldalloy Metallurgical
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Jersey The Petitioner requested.
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UNMD 6TATE8
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASNI•NOTO. D.C.

*vow* NOV 25 Imz

Mr. Khosrow 8. SeMaI, President
EnvIrocart of Utah. Inc.
215 S. State Street
Suite 1160
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Oear Nr. Seanani:

It is unfortunate that I must write to you in regard to the deficiencies in
your license application, but the current situation must be addressed. Simply
put. your apolication •or a license to receive. store, eMd dispose of lle.(Z)
byproduct Material has bean of such poor technical quality that I question
whether the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comisston should Continue with its review
unless major changes are made to your approach to the licensing process and to
the license application itself. The purpose of this letter Is to impress upon
you the seriousness of our concern.

Our primary concern• is that your responses and documents have indicated a lack
of understanding of the essential technical requiremefts needed to demonstrate
adequate safety end copliance with the regulatory process. Key technical
issues that hive impacted the reviews are in the arsnu of radiological
assessment and groundwater hydrology. A significant xample of this is your
troatmant of the radiological assessunt Issue. Although we have r'epeatedly
requested detailed Inforrmation on tht characteristics of the 114.(Z) waste and
calculations and models used in your dose assessment siWe the accaptance
review in June 1991, it was not until your June 29, 1992. sumIttal, more than
a year later, that you provided sufficient Information for staff to eves begin
to determine your compliance with 10 CFR Part ZO regvlations. As we conducted
our technical review, it becanm apparent that you had not performed a
radiological assessment for your proposed 116.(2) byproduct material disposal
site but instead hid submitted the assessment done for the State of Utah to
support your application for a license to dispose of low-level radioactive
waste. As a result. neither the source term nor the approach used in the
radiological assessment was technically appropriate. Furthermore, your
application did not provide calculated total doses from a source term
appropriate for 1le.(2) byproduct gaterial, rather you left it to the reviewer
to perform those calculations. Using the lle.(C) byproduct material weighted
Average concentrations for Ra-ZiE. Th-232, and Th-232 proposed in your
application and your modal's conversion factors. w. calculated a dose to an
off-site Individual et the site boundary of about 4,000 mm/yr, which is an
order of magnitude higher than the allowable limits in tither the new or old
Part 20. Preliminary results of your second dose assessment modeling (using
the AIROOSE code) using a source term more appropriate for an lle.(Z)
byproduct material facility, which was transmitted to us on October 20. 1992.
also Indicated that the effective dose equivalent for a maximally exposed
Individual at 300a from the sit& would be 950 aram/yr. This value still
substantially exceeds the allowable dose limits in Part 20. The fact that
your staff failed to Indicate that these high dose astimates present a
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Problem, indicates a lack of understanding of our regulations that raises
concerns ab#ut your ability to provide a reasonable assurance of safety. It
was only after we discussed the first high dase value with your staff, that
the issue was addressed in the follow-up submittal.

The technical issues In groundwater hydrology arte also disconcerting. The
most significant technical issue in this area is our request for the technical
information to support Envirocare's compliance with Criterilon 5E() of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 40. Criterion SE(1) requires testing of
representative tailings solutions and clay liner materials to confirm that no
si nificant deterioration of permeabillty or stability properties will occur
with continuous exposure of the clay to taillns solution. Criterion SE(I)
specifically states that 'Tests must run for a sufficient period of time to
reveal any effects if they are going to occur... . This Information was
specifically requested In our February 21, 1902, questions on your license
application. Your response of June 29. 1992, Indicated that EVlrocare was
reviewing data to determine if available information would address this Issue
adequately. No additional information his beun provided to date. Since the
need for liner testing could bacoe a critical path Item, your subsequent
failure to provide the required Informa;tion also raises doubt about your
understanding of the regulatory process.

Our June 4, 19"1, letter which accepted your application for review, and
subsequent correspondence, have carried the sesage that your license
application and Environmental Report (ER) did not contain sufficient technical
Information and were not of the quality to allow us to make any reasoned
judgmnt on the issues that must be addressed In order to grant you a license.
Since then the HRC staff has committed considerable staff time and resources
to the review of your ER and license application. We have asked nvumrous sets
of technical questions in both the enviroaental and safety reviews and have
expended extra time and resources in an atteept to enable your staff to
understand the information needed to comllete the licensing action and the
rationale behind our requests. While the review has finally progreSzed to the
step of preparation of a draft Environmental Impact Statement (dIS),. the
Envirocare dMIS must, by necessity, contain aOwmnal represeatatiou (e.g.
conservative. boun4ing dose assessments for the proposed disPO sal Sie), since
It was not possible to completely resolve all of the outstandin Issues, on
thIs subject- before goiog forward with the proparation of the dEIS. Nomaoly,
the environmental Impacts in the dEWS would be assassd by using. realistic
estimates. Many steps in the review remain to be completed. especially In the
Safety Evaluation Review, which currently is approximately 3 months out of
phase with the envirornental review. Substantially more Information will be
required from-Envirocaro to complete the safety roview, Ad we do not want to
continue with the same large expenditure of NRC resources that has been
required to data to resolve issues.

Your past failure to provide the NRC staff witb sufficient InforIMtloR to
assess your license application has resulted in a number of schedSi. slips.
These failures necessitate a major revision to the environmental and safety
review schedules. eased on your past performance and the fact that it was Iot
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until your most recent submittal, dated November 4, 1992. that an acceptable
ER was provided, we believe that an optimistic schedule for the Issuance of
the license could not be earlier thain November 1993. It should be noted that
the projected completion data will slip every time a milestone completion date
Is missed, or Inadiduata Informatlon is provided.

By Copy of this letter, we are Informing organtzations and indivicuals that
have expressed an Interest in the status of ymor Itcense application.
including both Kerr-McGee and the U.S. Otpartwflt of Energy, of the current
schedule slip and our concerns about the possibility of further delays in the
license review process while we wait for a satisfactory application. Perhaps
some of these organizations can assist you by sharing t•eir technical and
regulatory expertise. WithOut Imroved suhsittals of technical information,
there Is doubt about whether the liceasing process can be cmleted in
accordance with the cqrront projected schedule.

Based on Envirocare's poor performance. Mr. Jams H. Taylor, the Executive
Director for operations, trd I would like to maet with you to diScuss these
serious concerns. My staff will be In contact with you within the nex% few
days in order to set a date for this meeting at XRC headquarters.

Sincerely,

Wert W. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Haterials Safety

am $afefVrd5

cc: See attachod-list
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Mr. Larry Anderson, Director
Utah Departust of Healh
P.O. Boa 16590
Salt Lake City. Utah &4111

Hr. Ritchard Wallace
Pacific Northwest Laboratories
P.O. 8ox 199, K6-77
Richlands WA 11235

The Honorable Pal Contillo
Naw Jersey Senate
Hackena•tc, NJ 07601

The Honorable Patrick J. RMA
Now Jersey doeral Assembly
40 East Midlan Aveon*
Parsmus, NJ 07652

Mr. Leo Duffy
Asslstant Secretary
Enviironmantal Restoration

and Waste MiaRpamt
U.S. Upartment of Energy
Washlngton, D.C. 20M5

or, David Miller
Attorney at Law
1737 Gaylord Street
Denver , Colorado 80206

The Honorable Matthew Feldaan
New Jersey Sona&%
500 Frank W. Burr Soulevard
Teanock, NJ 07666-480

Mr. Richard J. Donobue
Consaelor at Law
47 Suimtt Avenue
Hacaacks. 13 07603

Paul J. Mergos, Ph.D
New York Department of
nviromeantal Conservatlon

5o Vol f bid
Albany, NY 12133

Mr. G. Rice
Kerr-fCSe Corporation
Kerru-em Center
OklahMan Cityl OK 73125
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20556-OO1

August 15, 1997
A~UG 2 2~Q

International Uranium (USA) Corporation
ATTN: Ms. Michelle Rehmann,

Environmental Manager
Independence Plaza, Suite 950
1050 Seventeenth Street
Denver, Colorado 80265

SUBJECT: AMENDMENT 4 TO SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE SUA-1 358,
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) CORPORATION'S WHITE MESA
URANIUM MILL, BLANDING, UTAH

Dear Ms. Rehmann:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has completed its review of International
Uranium (USA) Corporation's (IUC's) request to amend NRC Source Material License
SUA-1 358, submitted by letter dated April 3, 1997. Additional information was provided by
letters dated May 6, May 19, June 20, and August 6, 1997. By these submittals, IUC requested
that SUA-1 358 be amended to allow the receipt and processing of uranium-bearing material
from Cabot Performance Materials' (CPM's) facility near Boyertown, Pennsylvania.

The details of the amendment request are discussed in the NRC staffs Technical Evaluation
Report (TER). The TER documents the basis for the NRC staffs evaluation of the amendment
request and is provided as Enclosure 1. The NRC staff reviewed IUC's request in accordance
with 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, requirements and NRC staff guidance "Final Position and
Guidance on the Use of Uranium Mill Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores" (60 FR 49296;
September 22, 1995). Based on its review, the NRC staff has found the proposed amendment
to be acceptable.

Therefore, pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 40, Source Material
License SUA-1358 is hereby amended by adding License Condition No. 10.9. All other
conditions of this license shall remain the same. The enclosed license is being reissued to
incorporate the above modification (Enclosure 2). An environmental review was not performed
since this licensing action is categorically excluded under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(11).
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If you have any questions regarding this letter or the enclosures, please contact the NRC
Project Manager for the White Mesa mill, Mr. James Park, at (301) 415-6699.

Sincerely,

Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Docket No. 40-8681
SUA-1 358, Amendment No. 4
Case Closed: L51537

Enclosures: As stated

cc: W. Sinclair, UT



TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
REQUEST TO RECEIVE AND PROCESS ALTERNATE FEED MATERIAL

DOCKET NO. 40-8681 LICENSE NO. SUA-1358

LICENSEE: International Uranium (USA) Corporation

FACILITY: White Mesa Uranium Mill

PROJECT MANAGER: James Park

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has reviewed Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.'s
(EFN's) request dated April 3, 1997, to receive and process uranium-bearing material currently
contained at Cabot Performance Materials' (CPM's) facility near Boyertown, Pennsylvania.
The material would be processed at the White Mesa mill, of which EFN is the former owner.
The current owner of the mill and NRC licensee, International Uranium (USA) Corporation
(IUC), previously has agreed to abide by all commitments and representation made by EFN.

Based on its review of the April 3, 1997, submittal and additional information provided by letters
dated May 6, May 19, June 20, and August 6, 1997, the NRC staff considers the amendment
request acceptable.

DESCRIPTION OF LICENSEE'S AMENDMENT REQUEST:

By its submittal dated April 3, 1997, EFN requested that NRC Source Material License
SUA-1 358 be amended to allow receipt and processing of alternate feed material (i.e., material
other than natural uranium ore) at its White Mesa uranium mill located near Blanding, Utah.
This uranium-bearing material, weighing approximately 16,000 dry tons, is held currently by
CPM at its facility near Boyertown, Pennsylvania. The material is a moist solid (up to
40 percent moisture content) which contains uranium at an average concentration of
0.3 percent by weight, and economically attractive concentrations of tantalum and niobium.
CPM is authorized to possess this material under NRC Source Material License SMB-920.

The material will be shipped by train and exclusive-use trucks from CPM's facility to the White
Mesa mill in intermodal containers. After being loaded and sealed at CPM's facility, the
containers will be transported by truck to a nearby intermodal rail terminal. The containers will
be loaded on flatbed railcars and transported cross-country to the final rail destination (either
Grand Junction, Colorado or Green River, Utah), where they will be transferred to trucks for the
final leg of the journey to the White Mesa mill. Each container has a capacity of 25 cubic yards,
and it is expected that approximately 15 containers will be loaded and transported each day.

At the mill site, the uranium-bearing material will be emptied from the intermodal containers into
the ore receiving hopper. From there, the material will be processed through the semi-
autogenous grind (SAG) mill, where water will be added to create a slurry, which is then
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pumped to a pulp storage tank and from there into the leach circuit. In the leach circuit, the
slurry will be treated to separate the uranium from the tantalum and niobium, and IUC will utilize
the uranium and vanadium solvent extraction circuits, respectively, to recover these metals.
IUC plans to add two filter presses and some additional piping to its mill circuit to aid in the
processing of this material.

Water spray systems will be utilized to reduce the potential for dust dispersion and airborne
contamination in emptying the intermodal containers. Other than the slight circuit changes
mentioned previously, IUC anticipates that processing the uranium-bearing material will not
differ from processing natural uranium/vanadium ores.

IUC will provide personal protective equipment (coveralls, gloves, and full-face respirators (to
be used if needed)) to individuals engaged in processing the material. The efficiency of
airborne contamination control measures during the material handling operations will be
assessed in the immediate vicinity of these operations. Airborne particulate samples and
breathing zone samples will be collected during initial material processing activities and
analyzed for gross alpha. Sampling results will be used to establish health and safety
guidelines to be implemented throughout the processing operations.

Additional environmental air samples will be collected at nearby locations to the material
processing activities and analyzed to ensure that the established contamination control
measures are adequate and effective.

Trucks used to transport the material to the mill site will be radiometrically scanned upon arrival
to ensure that leakage has not occurred and that radiation levels are within appropriate limits.
Trucks will again be scanned prior to their release from the site restricted area. In addition, the
intermodal containers used to transport the material will be properly closed, cleaned (if
necessary), surveyed, and documented before leaving the site.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION:

The NRC staff has reviewed IUC's request in accordance with 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A,
requirements and NRC staff guidance "Final Position and Guidance on the Use of Uranium Mill
Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores" (60 FR 49296; September 22, 1995). This guidance
(referred to hereinafter as the alternate feed guidance) requires that the staff make the following
determinations in its reviews of licensee requests to process material other than natural
uranium ores.

1. Whether the feed material meets the definition of "ore;"

2. Whether the feed material contains hazardous waste; and

3. Whether the ore is being processed primarily for its source-material content.
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Determination of whether the feed material is "ore"

For the tailings and wastes from the proposed processing to qualify as 1 le.(2) byproduct
material, the feed material must qualify as "ore." In the alternate feed guidance, ore is defined
as

"... a natural or native matter that may be mined and treated for the extraction of
any of its constituents or any other matter from which source material is
extracted in a licensed uranium or thorium mill."

The proposed alternate feed material contains uranium at an average concentration of 0.3
percent by weight; therefore, it meets the definition of "source material," as defined at 10 CFR
40.4. IUC is proposing to extract this uranium. Therefore, the material meets the definition of
ore, because it is a "matter from which source material is extracted in a licensed uranium or
thorium mill."

Determination of whether the feed material contains hazardous waste

Under the alternate feed guidance, proposed feed material which contains a listed hazardous
waste will not be approved by the NRC staff for processing at a licensed mill. Feed materials
which exhibit only a characteristic of hazardous waste (i.e., ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or
toxicity) would not be regulated as hazardous waste and could therefore be approved by the
staff for recycling and extraction of source material. However, this does not apply to residues
from water treatment. Therefore, NRC staff acceptance of such residues as feed material
would depend on their not containing any hazardous or characteristic hazardous waste.

The NRC staff has reviewed the following sources of information in determining whether the
uranium-bearing material is or contains hazardous waste: (1) the average composition data for
the material, as submitted by IUC on June 20, 1997, (2) the results of additional testing, as
provided by letter dated May 6, 1997, (3) NRC files for the Boyertown facility, which address, in
part, the process used to produce the material and the methods used to store the material, and
(4) supplementary information concerning the State of Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection's hazardous waste regulations. In addition, as an attachment to
a letter dated August 6, 1997, IUC provided an affadavit from CPM in which CPM affirmed that
the material is not and does not contain hazardous waste.

Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the uranium-bearing material is not hazardous
waste and does not contain hazardous waste. The NRC staff has determined also that the
uranium-bearing material is not a residue from water treatment. This material is the result of
the initial processing of raw ores containing tantalum and niobium.

Therefore, the NRC staff considers the uranium-bearing material acceptable for recycling and
extraction of source material.
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Determination of whether the feed material is being processed Drimarily for its source-material

To show that potential alternate feed material is being processed primarily for its source-
material content, a licensee must either (1) demonstrate that the material would be approved
for disposal in the tailings impoundment under the "Final Revised Guidance on Disposal of Non-
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Section 1 le.(2) Byproduct Material in Tailings Impoundments;" or
(2) certify, under oath or affirmation, that the material is being processed primarily for the
recovery of uranium and for no other primary purpose. Any such certification must be
supported by an appropriate justification and accompanying documentation.

The licensee has provided a signed affirmation that the uranium-bearing material is being
processed primarily for the recovery of uranium and for no other primary purpose. IUC states
that the uranium content of the material, in conjunction with the reduced uranium processing
costs associated with the recovery of the tantalum and niobium, makes processing the CPM
material economically attractive to IUC. The NRC staff has discussed with IUC the business
arrangements regarding the material and finds that IUC is paying CPM for the acquisition of the
material.

The NRC staff has reviewed the analytical data provided by IUC and information contained in
the NRC's files for the CPM facility, and finds that the uranium concentration in the material is
comparable with that in natural uranium ores which are and were normally processed by
uranium mills in the U.S.. These natural ores contained uranium at concentrations of 0.3
percent and below. Therefore, the NRC staff considers IUC's justification to be acceptable.

Cg.nclusions concerning alternate feed material designation

Based on the information provided by the licensee, the NRC staff finds that the CPM's uranium-
bearing material is alternate feed material because: (1) it meets the definition of "ore," (2) it
does not contain hazardous waste, and (3) it is being processed primarily for its source-material
content.

Other considerations

The NRC staff has also concluded that the processing of this material will not result in (1) a
significant change or increase in the types or amounts of effluents that may be released offsite;
(2) a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure; (3) a
significant construction impact; or (4) a significant increase in the potential for or consequences
from radiological accidents. This conclusion is based on the following information:

a. Yellowcake produced from the processing of this material will not cause the currently-
approved yellowcake production limit of 4380 tons per year to be exceeded. In addition,
and as a result, radiological doses to members of the public in the vicinity of the mill will
not be elevated above levels previously assessed and approved.
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b. The physical changes to the mill circuit that IUC will implement to process this material
are not significant. No construction impacts beyond those previously assessed will be
involved with these changes.

c. Tailings produced by the processing of this material will be disposed of on-site in an
existing lined tailings impoundment (Cell 3). The addition of these tailings (a maximum
of 16,000 tons) to Cell 3 will increase the total amount of tailings in the cell by one
percent, to a total of approximately 69 percent of cell capacity; therefore, no new
impoundments are necessary. The design of the existing impoundments previously has
been approved by the NRC, and IUC is required by its NRC license to conduct regular
monitoring of the impoundment liners and of the groundwater around the impoundments
to detect leakage if it should occur.

d. The uranium-bearing material contains metals and other parameters which already are
present in the mill tailings disposed of in the Cell 3 impoundment. Analysis of samples
from the uranium-bearing material and from Cell 3 show that the only parameters
present in significantly higher concentrations in the uranium-bearing material are fluorine
and carbon. However, these concentrations should not have an adverse impact on the
overall Cell 3 tailings composition, because the amount of tailings (a maximum of 16,000
tons) produced by processing the material is not significant in comparison to the total
amount of tailings currently in the cell (approximately 1.4 million tons). Additionally, as
stated previously, IUC is required to conduct regular monitoring of the impoundment
leak detection systems and of the groundwater in the vicinity of the impoundments to
detect leakage if it should occur.

e. For the following reasons, it is not expected that transportation impacts associated with
the movement of the material by train and truck from Pennsylvania to the White Mesa
mill will be significant:

The material will be shipped as "low specific activity" material in exclusive-use
containers (i.e., no other materials will be in the containers with the uranium-
bearing material). The containers will be appropriately labeled, placarded, and
manifested, and shipments will be tracked by the shipping company from CPM's
facility until they reach the White Mesa mill.

On average during 1996, 370 trucks per day traveled the stretch of State Road
191 between Monticello, UT and Blanding, UT (personal communication with the
State of Utah Department of Transportation). An additional 15 trucks per day
traveling this route to the mill represents an increased traffic load of only four
percent. Shipments are expected to take place over the course of a limited time
period (three to six months).

The containers and trucks involved in transporting the material to the mill site will
be surveyed and decontaminated, as necessary, prior to leaving CPM's facility
for White Mesa and again prior to leaving the mill site for the return trip.
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f. Mill employees involved in handling the material will be provided with personal protective
equipment, including respiratory protection. Airborne particulate and breathing zone
sampling results will be used to establish health and safety guidelines to be
implemented throughout the processing operations.

RECOMMENDED LICENSE CHANGE:

Pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 40, Source Material License
SUA-1 358 will be amended by the addition of License Condition No. 10.9 as follows:

10.9 The licensee is authorized to receive and process source material from Cabot
Performance Materials' facility near Boyertown, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the
amendment request dated April 3, 1997, as amended by submittals dated May 19, and
August 6, 1997.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION:

Because IUC's receipt and processing of the material will not result in (1) a significant change
or increase in the types or amounts of effluents that may be released offsite; (2) a significant
increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure; (3) a significant
construction impact; or (4) a significant increase in the potential for or consequences from
radiological accidents, an environmental review was not performed since actions meeting these
criteria are categorically excluded under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(1 1).
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MATERIALS LICENSE
i

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended. the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438). and Title 10. Code Of
Federal Regulations. Chapter 1. Parts 30. 3 1. 32. 33, 34. 35. 36. 39. 40. and 70. and in reliance on statements and representations heretofore made
by the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire. possess. and transfer byproduct, source, and special nuclear
material designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the place(s) designated below: to deliver or transfer such material to
persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the regulations of the applicable Part(s). This license shall be deemed to contain the conditions ,t
specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and is subject to all applicable rules, regulations. and orders of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specified below.

Licensee

International Uranium (USA) Corporation 3. License Number

(Applicable Amendments: 2] 1
2.

.1
6425 S. Highway 191
P.O. Box 809

SI lA.-135_. Amendmgj ,g , No- 4
4. Expiration Date March31 2007

Blanding, Utah 84511 5. Docket orA A Reference No. 40-8681
Byproduct, Source, and/or 7. Chemical and/or Physical 8. Maximum Amount that Licensee
Special Nuclear Material Form May Possess at Any One Time

Under This License

Natural Uranium Any Unlimited

SECTION 9: Admlnistrative Conditions

9.1 The authorized place of use shall be the licensee's White Mesa uranium milling facility,

located in San Juan County, Utah.

9.2 All written notices and reports to the NRC required under this license, with the exception of
incident and event notifications under 10 CFR 20.2202 and 10 CFR 40.60 requiring
telephone notification, shall be addressed to the Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of
Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

Incident and event notifications that require telephone notification shall be made to the NRC
Operations Center at (301) 816-5100.

9.3 The licensee shall conduct operations in accordance with statements, representations, and
conditions contained in the license renewal application submitted by letter dated August 23,
1991, as revised by submittals dated January 13, and April 7, 1992, November 22, 1994,
July 27, 1995, December 13, and December 31, 1996, and January 30, 1997, which are
hereby incorporated by reference, and for the Standby Trust Agreement, dated April 29,
1997, except where superseded by license conditions below.

Whenever the word "will" is used in the above referenced documents, it shall denote a
requirement. [Applicable Amendments: 2]

9.4 A. The licensee may, without prior NRC approval, and subject to the conditions specified
in Part B of this condition:

(1) Make changes in the facility or process, as presented in the application.

ixix~~~~~~~~~~~w Ix W1. ix1 MW IV 191 M1 iur 191 ixr ,-V "W ixW Mx 1Z 1-W S-9 ---------- xixi x xiixi xixi x xi i x!W ~)
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(2) Make changes in the procedures presented in the application.

(3) Conduct tests or experiments not presented in the application.

B. The licensee shall file an application for an amendment to the license, unless the
following conditions are satisfied.

(1) The change, test, or experiment does not conflict with any requirement
specifically stated in this license, or impair the licensee's ability to meet all
applicable NRC regulations.

(2) There is no degd~.A , "41 or environmental commitments in
the licens"W=iion, or provided by t;pF.,ved reclamation plan.

(3) The cfWge, test, or experiment is consistent wiWrtle conclusions of actions
anaied and selected in the EA dated February lQ0.

C. The licensee's determinations concerning Part B ofthiscond *n, shall be made by a
"SafeV and Envitormintal Review Panel (SE RVOThe SERP'•hall consist of a
minimum of three indtluals. One fnembe o .8ERP shal ve expertise in
management and shate" resporn0i6erforf 4 *'aI and finasdal approval changes;
one member shall have .xpertise in operato rlor construdn and shall have
resp=osibility fer i tina.%.-oaapqajo .iklnges; and, on member shall be the
corporate radiatLn saf .cer (CRS alent, with tht'esponsibility of
assuw'lg cha1,p confoan fd l-d etivronmerequirements.

Additional membirs may be lrIncM ihe SERP.as-appropt*6, to address technical
aspectasruch aS MOM phscoa 3 I r er hyrhk , surft6-water hydrology,
specific mlarth scwiý•mce• 470lkhW 6dicdixscines. T emR'rary members or
permanen.,members, other tharnttwthme aol•specified, ilividuals, may be
consultaty,, .

D. The licensee'109l maintain records of any chang e pursuant to this condition
until license ternlnatioq. These records shall inclitrwritten safety and environmental
evaluations, made bw~e RP, that ppvyidi*e basis for determining changes are in
compliance with the requir en feAd to"in Part B of this condition. The licensee
shall furnish, in an annual report to NRC, a description of such changes, tests, or
experiments, including a summary of the safety and environmental evaluation of each.
In addition, the licensee shall annually submit to the NRC changed pages to the
Operations Plan and Reclamation Plan of the approved license application to reflect
changes made under this condition.

The licensee's SERP shall function in accordance with the standard operating procedures
submitted by letter dated June 10, 1997.

[Applicable Amendments: 3]
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9.5 The licensee shall maintain an NRC-approved financial surety arrangement, consistent with
10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criteria 9 and 10, adequate to cover the estimated costs, if
accomplished by a third party, for decommissioning and decontamination of the mill and mill
site, for reclamation of any tailings or waste disposal areas, ground-water restoration as
warranted and for the long-term surveillance fee. Within three months of NRC approval of a
revised reclamation/decommissioning plan, the licensee shall submit, for NRC review and
approval, a proposed revision to the financial surety arrangement if estimated costs in the
newly approved plan exceed the amount covered in the existing financial surety. The revised
surety shall then be in effect within 3 months of written NRC approval.

Annual updates to the surety arnauua reqired W" , q CFR 40, Appendix A, Criteria 9 and 10,
shall be submitted to the NR' a Teast 3 monthsimii llbhe anniversary date which is
designated as June 4 of each year. If the NRC has notfal;Wved a proposed revision to the
surety coverage 30 deys prior to the expiration date of the ,xiljng surety arrangement, the
licensee shall exterd the existing surety arrangement for I year. Along with each proposed
revision or annuaLd pdate, the licensee shall submit supporting decumentation showing a
breakdown of the costs and the basis for the cost estimates with adjustments for inflation,
maintenance of a minimurs 15 percent contingency feea changes in engineering plans,
activities perfbrmed and any" other conditions affectingiestimated costs for site closure. The
basis for the cost estimate is the NRC appo•ved rec,1tatfonidecommlssioning plan or NRC
approved revisions to the plan.,, The previously l.roVided:guidance entilied "Recommended
Outline for Ste Specific Reclamation and Stabiliza6 CQst Estimates•0utlines the minimum
consideratons used by the NFM. in the review-of site clesure estimatee%
Reclamationtdecommr.isionlng'plaria and aonualV: afes should followthis outline.

The currently approved surety instnxnent Porfbrmance Bond 18-234T, issued by National
Union Fire Inmurance Company in fevar f %i NRC, andkthe associated Standby Trust
Agreement, dated April 29, 1W97, shal be contlnu=usl maintainecki an amount not less
than $11,278,1U4 for the purpose of complying with lb CFR 40j Appendix A, Criteria 9 and
10, until a replacement is authorized by the NRC. - -

(Applicable Amendrn*r*: 2, 3]

9.6 Standard operating proced •" --Ong be~staW;;he~nd followed for all operational process
activities involving radioactive mattrialurhat a% handled, processed, or stored. SOPs for
operational activities shall enumerate pertinent radiation safety practices to be followed.
Additionally, written procedures shall be established for non-operational activities to include
in-plant and environmental monitoring, bioassay analyses, and instrument calibrations. An
up-to-date copy of each written procedure shall be kept in the mill area to which it applies.

All written procedures for both operational and non-operational activities shall be reviewed
and approved in writing by the radiation safety officer (RSO) before implementation and
whenever a change in procedure is proposed to ensure that proper radiation protection
principles are being applied. In addition, the RSO shall perform a documented review of all
existing operating procedures at least annually.

9.7 Before engaging in any activity not previously assessed by the NRC, the licensee shall
administer a cultural resource inventory. All disturbances associated with the proposed
development will be completed in compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act (as

-91
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amended) and its implementing regulations (36 CFR 800), and the Archaeological Resources I
Protection Act (as amended) and its implementing regulations (43 CFR 7).

In order to ensure that no unapproved disturbance of cultural resources occurs, any work
resulting in the discovery of previously unknown cultural artifacts shall cease. The artifacts
shall be inventoried and evaluated in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800, and no disturbance
shall occur until the licensee has received authorization from the NRC to proceed.

The licensee shall avoid by project design, where feasible, the archeological sites designated
"contributing" in the report submitted by letter dated July 28, 1988. When it is not feasible to
avoid a site designated "contributinsin tkbrp.qAOthe licensee shall institute a data recovery
program for that site based oo thi•esearch' desigp .lrmitted by letter from C. E. Baker of
Energy Fuels Nuclear to Mr-. Melvin T. Smith, Utah 'tt4 Hisloric Preservation Officer
(SHPO), dated April 136-1981."/*C:

The licensee sholt rcover through archeological excavation alk",entributing" sites listed in
the report which are located in or within 100 feet of borrow areas,4tckpile areas,
construction amos, or the perimeter of the reclaimed tailings impodndment. Data recovery
fieldwork at eah site meeting these criteria shall be.coiptoted priorfb the start of any
project related disturbance ,AMhirr 100 feet of the sitej . tf analysis andireport preparation
need not be complete.

Additionall,.the licensee shall conduct such testing as ig required to einable the Commission
to determine f those sites designated as "Undeteqopd" in the reportind located within
100 feet of present or Rnown future constmctlowareas are of such signfficance to warrant
their redesignation as,"oontributing." In alkcaes, such testing shall be-completed before any
aspect of the undertaking effects a site.;-

Archeological costractors shall be approved In wnt~riq by the Comrntsion. The Commission
will approve an arsheological contractor who meetatfs minimum standards for a principal
investigator set forth. in 36 CFR Part 66, Appendix C, "and whVsM'qualifications are found
acceptable by the SI-WFO. .*, -

9.8 The licensee is hereby authatzed to possess-bypsduct material in the form of uranium
waste tailings and other uranium byprodhct v~kte generated by the licensee's milling
operations authorized by this license. Mill tailings shall not be transferred from the site
without specific prior approval of the NRC in the form of a license amendment. The licensee
shall maintain a permanent record of all transfers made under the provisions of this condition.

9.9 The licensee is hereby exempted from the requirements of Section 20.1902 (e) of 10 CFR
Part 20 for areas within the mill, provided that all entrances to the mill are conspicuously
posted in accordance with Section 20.1902 (e) and with the words, "Any area within this mill
may contain radioactive material."

9.10 Release of equipment or packages from the restricted area shall be in accordance with
"Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted
Use or Termination of Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material," dated
May 1987, or suitable alternative procedures approved by the NRC prior to any such release.
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SECTION 10: Operational Controls, Limits, and Restrictions

10.1 The mill production rate shall not exceed 4380 tons of yellowcake per year.

10.2 All liquid effluents from mill process buildings, with the exception of sanitary wastes, shall be
returned to the mill circuit or discharged to the tailings impoundment.

10.3 Freeboard limits for Cells 1-1, 3, and 4A, and tonnage limits for Cell 3, shall be as stated in
Section 3.0 to Appendix E of the approved license application.

10.4 Disposal of material and equipmentrgneratedb. e mill site shall be conducted as
described in the licensee's submiftals dated Dedeinller 12, 1994 and May 23, 1995, with the
following addition: -

A. The maximumt Oft thickness for materials placed over tafli%ns shall be less than 4-feet
thick. Sulowquent lifts shall be less than 2-feet thick. Eicp lift shall be compacted by
trackingof heavy equipment, such as a Cat D-6, at least 4,t"~s prior to placement of
subsequent lifts.

10.5 In accordait.A with the licensee's submittal datedMW.2;, 1993, the-Reensee is hereby
authorized to dispose of byproduct material generaiefet licensed in sifu leach facilities,
subject to the following conditions:'.

A. Disposal of wast& is rmitdto 5000 cubic yaifsfom a single so"rce.

B. All contaminated equipment shall be dimantled, crushed, or sectioned to minimize
void spaces. Barrens containing waste othter than soit or sludges shall be emptied into
the disp:sal area and the berrels crshed Barres containing, soil or sludges shall be
verified to.be full prior to disposal. Barrels not ompletely. ft~wshall be filled with tailings
or soil.

C. All waste shal baburied in Cell No. 3 unless prior written approval is obtained from the
NRC for altemate bu4.a locations.

D. All disposal activities shall bibdocienierid. The documentation shall include
descriptions of the waste and the disposal locations, as well as all actions required by
this condition. An annual summary of the amounts of waste disposed of from off-site
generators shall be sent to the NRC.

10.6 The licensee is authorized to receive and process source materials from the Allied Signal
Corporation's Metropolis, Illinois, facility in accordance with the amendment request dated
June 15, 1993.

10.7 The licensee is authorized to receive and process source material from Allied Signal, Inc. of
Metropolis, Illinois, in accordance with the amendment request dated September 20, 1996,
and amended by letters dated October 30, and November 11, 1996.

10.8 The licensee is authorized to receive and process source material, in accordance with the
amendment request dated March 5, 1997. [Applicable Amendments: 1]

,.,-",n "ms, ,r-mr i a s s s i si., -a ,.aa 'a KJKU I t 1K{'IJt.]S
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10.9 The licensee is authorized to receive and process source material from Cabot Performance
Materials' facility near Boyertown, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the amendment request
dated April 3, 1997, as amended by submittals dated May 19, and August 6, 1997.
[Applicable Amendments: 4]

SECTION 11: Monitoring, Recording, and Bookkeeping Requirements

11.1 The results of sampling, analyses, surveys and monitoring, the results of calibration of
equipment, reports on audits an4kinNect.imsal'I'eptings and training courses required by
this license and any subseqtintrWviews, irvnfttrA ,,and corrective actions, shall be
documented. Unless themi"fe specified in the NRC-'ruons all such documentation
shall be maintained forgr period of at least five (5) years. /

11.2 The licensee shm.•plement the effluent and envir na r oring program specified in

Section 5.5 of the renewal application as revised with the followin%.•.inodifications or additions:

A. Stack sampling shall tjtude a determination~ofOw. rate.

B. Surface water samples sial also be analtzeenl-annually f4 irtal and dissolved U-
nat, Ra-226, and Th-23(A with the exception " Westwater C4ek, which shall be
sampled annually fov wafer sed.iments and %0d0' as above. A, sediment sample
shall not be tak.p in piacofwa .@rssap.issa water s aile was not available.

C. Groundwater samplrng shaltlbe ,qndbqted in accorda. ce witI* requirements in
License Conditioln- 1.3. in

D. The licensee shalr utilize lower lirrm-s otdete,*:ln in accordate with Section 5 of
Regulatory.,Gyide 4.14 (Revision 1), for, ana*yU of effluefl4ind environmental
samples.

E. The inspections "perforgied semiannually of the critisil orifice assembly committed to in
the submittal dated Mifth .1986, sh bebocumented. The critical orifice
assembly shall be calibrate at Ie6t ew*y 2 years against a positive displacement
Roots meter to obtain the required calibration curve.

11.3 The licensee shall implement a groundwater detection monitoring program to ensure
compliance to 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A. The detection monitoring program shall be in
accordance with the report entitled, "Points of Compliance, White Mesa Uranium Mill,"
submitted by letter dated October 5, 1994, as modified by the following:

A. The leak detection system for all ponds will be checked weekly. If liquid is present, it
shall be analyzed for chloride, sulfate, selenium, and pH. The samples will be
statistically analyzed to determine if significant linear trends exist, and the results will
be submitted to NRC for review.

I =
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11.4

11.5

11.6

SECTION 1

12.1

B. If a significant linear trend is indicated, the licensee will submit a proposed corrective
action for review and approval to NRC. The corrective action shall include a discussion
on delineation of the areal extent and concentration of hazardous constituents.

C. The licensee shall sample monitoring wells WMMW-5, -11, -12, -14, -15, and -17, on a
quarterly basis. Samples shall be analyzed for chloride, potassium, nickel, and
uranium, and the results of such sampling shall be included with the environmental
monitoring reports submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 40.65.

During extended periods of mill standby, eight-hour annual sampling for U-nat, Ra-226, Th-
230 and Pb-210 may be eliminat~d Uflou*# jD!oun sampling show levels below 10 percent
of the appropriate 10 CFR, PAhimnts..

During periods of starldb, sampling frequencies for area 9W*cole uranium sampling within
the mill may be retgd to quarterly, provided measured leves ;wnain below 10 percent of
the derived air conentration (DAC). If these levels exceed 10 Oftcent of the DAC, the
sampling frequepcy should follow the recommendations in ReguluaIuy Guide 8.30.

Calibration of-ui-plant aiL~aM radiation monitoring equt**A shall 6Ierformed as specified
in the licensesenewal appticatiort, under-Section 0f6te "Radiatiow!rrotection Procedures
Manual," witbthe exception i in-plant air sarr.iuglqipment shal e calibrated at least
quarterly and air sampling eq*ment checks shall iodumented. Qj

The licenseashall a•o nam aud.itie radiation sat program in
accordancewith Re ry Guide T%

• - "" . : ' i - :• ~

2: Repoflbig Requft:mfn& - .

The licensee stialftubmit to NRC for review, byJiBO,1997..detailed reclamation plan
for the authorizedtaisins disposal are. which includes the fo,.ling:

A. A post-operation( inteM'y stabilization plan which dietbils methods to prevent wind and
water erosion and red!f thetailini a*

B. A plan to determine the best methodology to dewater and/or consolidate the tailings
cells prior to placement of the final reclamation cover.

C. Plan and cross-sectional views of a final reclamation cover which details the location
and elevation of tailings. The plan shall include details on cover thickness, physical
characteristics of cover materials, proposed testing of cover materials (specifications
and quality assurance), the estimated volumes of cover materials and their availability
and location.

D. Detailed plans for placement of rock or vegetative cover on the final reclaimed tailings
pile and mill site area.

E. A proposed implementation schedule for items A through D above which defines the
sequence of events and expected time ranges.

07= .91 91 7#1 Wý - 9,91 M! W" V.4,92 .9. .9.
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I
I
I

12.2

DateZ

F. An analysis to show that the proposed type and thickness of soil cover is adequate to
provide attenuation of radon and is adequate to assure long-term stability, as well as
an analysis and proposal on methodology and time required to restore ground water in
conformance to regulatory requirements.

G. The licensee shall include a detailed cost analysis of each phase of the reclamation
plan to include contractor costs, projected costs of inflation based upon the schedule
proposed in item E, a proposed contingency cost, and the costs of long-term
maintenance and monitoring.

The licensee shall submit a detaeMAlciEscxTsM irmg plan to the NRC at least twelve (12)

months prior to planned finarehiflowh of miRnlhZ7
'-2

FOR THE NUCLEAR RE LATORY COMMISSION

Z4 /W 7 Joseph~ J'. HolkChief
: Umnium ftcAk.yBranch

Divisio(n of Mali4 Management_;,
Offfcevf-N6QOr Material Safe%_',

an t•". •. .."

A- .. . 4'

• .,¥

-%.I
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INTERNATIONZ

•5 URANIUM (USA)CORPORATION

Independence Plaza, Suite.950 * 1050 Seventeenth Street 0 Denver, CO 80265 * 303 628 7798 (main) * :303:3389 4125A.

June 3, 1998

Via Facsimile and Overnight Mail

Mr. Joseph J. Holonich, Branch Chief
High Level Waste and Uranium Recovery
Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2 White Flint North, Mail Stop T-7J9
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Re: Amendment Request to Process an Alternate Feed at White Mesa Uranium Mill
Source Material License SUA-1358
Response to NRC Request for Additional Information dated June 1, 1998

Dear Mr. Holonich:

Thank you for your letter of June 1, 1998, in which the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
advised International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") of completion of the NRC's initial
processing, and administrative review of IUSA's application dated May 8, 1998. In that
application, IUSA requested an amendment to Source Material License SUA-1358 to authorize
receipt and processing of material from the Ashland 2 Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action
Program ("FUSRAP") site in Tonawanda, New York, at IUSA's White Mesa uranium mill.

As was stated in the May 8 application transmittal letter, expedited review by the NRC of this
application is essential to meeting the FUSRAP objectives and contractor's schedule for the site;
therefore, we appreciate NRC's prompt transmittal, together with your administrative review
letter, of the NRC Request for Additional Information regarding this amendment application. It
is our hope that-this prompt response to the NRC's Request for Additional Information will
further enhance completion of NRC's review and approval of the Ashland 2 amendment request.

RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The following discussion responds to the four items listed in the NRC Request for Additional
Information, which was transmitted to IUSA with the June 1, 1998 acknowledgement of May 8.
1998 by NRC.



Mr. Joseph J. Holonich -2- June 3. 1998

NRC Comment -

1. Insufficient information and data were provided to adequately characterize material at the
Ashland 2 site.

In this comment, the NRC notes that the information and characterization data provided by IUSA
appeared to deal predominantly with material at the FUSRAP Ashland 1 site, which was the
original location for the disposal of Manhattan Engineering District (MED)-related ore
processing residues. While observing that the data concerning the Ashland 1 material provide
some indication of the potential radiological and chemical constituents present at the Ashland 2
site, the NRC requests that IUSA provide data and supporting information specifically
addressing the radiological and chemical composition of materials at the Ashland 2 site.

IUSA Response

IUSA requests that the NRC please refer to the Record of Decision for the Ashland 1 (Including
Seaway Area D) and Ashland 2 Sites ("ROD"), which IUSA transmitted to the NRC on May 29,
1998, and to the enclosed Sampling and Analysis Plan ("SAP") for the FUSRAP Ashland. 2
Remedial Action (May 29, 1998). The ROD describes the areas and degree of contamination at
Ashland 2, and states that there was no evidence of hazardous waste contamination at the site
where radioactive wastes were found. In addition to the general characterization information
contained in the ROD, the Field Sampling Plan ("FSP") portion of the SAP contains a summary
of the sampling results from the Remedial Investigation ("RI") conducted at the Ashland 2 site.

The summary of the RI investigation data is contained in Subsection 1.2.3 of the FSP, which also
states that "the RI focused on radioactive contaminants; metals related to ore processing
activities; and chemicals whose presence could classify the site wastes as RCRA-hazardous, or
be a potential safety concern if workers involved in site remediation were exposed to them". The
sampling results from the RI are summarized in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 of the FSP, in Section 1.2.3.

For purposes of characterizing the presence and concentrations of natural uranium at Ashland 2,
the RI assumed that it would not be necessary to measure uranium-235 and uranium-234 levels,
because the ore processing conducted at Linde did not affect the isotopic ratios of the natural
uranium isotopes. Therefore, as stated in the FSP, it was assumed that 47.3 percent of the
radioactivity of natural uranium comes from uranium-238; 2.2 percent from uranium-235; and
50.5 percent from uranium-234. Thus, citing the RI, the FSP indicates that uranium-234 and
uranium-235 activities in soil samples can be calculated from measured uranium-238 activities.
For example, Figure 1-5 of the FSP shows nine samples of material that would have to be
excavated (i.e., the corresponding thorium-230 content exceeds the site-specific cleanup level of
40 pCi/g) with uranium-238 activity in the range of 100-200 pCi/g. Given that the uranium-238
activity represents just under half of the total activity for natural uranium, these values imply a
natural uranium activity, for these samples, of approximately 200-400 pCi/g. This range of
activity levels corresponds with an average uranium content in excess of 0.05 percent (with 582
pCi/g equal to approximately 0.1 percent uranium, see 40CFR Parts 302 and 355, Administrative

F:\USERS\STAFF\vIRR\LETTERS\HNCASH62. DOC



Mr. Joseph J. Holonich -3- June 3. 1998

Reporting Exempiions for Certain Radionuclide Releases: Final Rule, March 19, 1998.
Technical Background Document, October 1997, 102RQ-RN-2-2-3, U.S. EPA).

The RI data also show samples with greater activity levels due to uranium-238, as well as some
with lower activity levels than the 100-200 pCi/g range; however, those materials with lower
activity levels, which contribute to the averages listed at the end of Table 1-1 of the FSP would
not contribute to the average uranium content of the material to be excavated and sent for
processing at the White Mesa mill. That average uranium content, although not reasonably
predictable with current data, is expected to be higher than the average in Table 1-1, because in
accordance with the Excavation and Restoration Plan and the Site Operations Plan (ICF Kaiser
for USACE, May 22, 1998) (copy enclosed) only materials containing thorium-230 activity in
excess of the 40 pCi/g guideline are to be excavated. All materials with lower levels (and
correspondingly lower levels of uranium) will be left at Ashland 2.

NRC Comment

2. Information and data were not provided to assess the potential impacts of the nearby Ashland
Oil landfill on the Ashland 2 property.

The NRC points out that from 1957 until 1982, Ashland Oil operated an industrial landfill on a
portion of the Ashland 2 property. The NRC further states that it is not clear from IUSA's
submittal what impacts this landfill may have or has had on the Ashland 2 site, or on the material
that may be removed from Ashland 2 and sent to the White Mesa mill for processing. The NRC
requests maps clarifying the locations of materials to be excavated for transport to the mill, and
the relationship of the areas to be excavated relative to the former Ashland Oil landfill.

IUSA Response

The enclosed map provided to IUSA by ICF Kaiser, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Ashland 1,
Ashland 2. and Seaway Existing Conditions Plan, Drawing- No. 66723-RDI, shows the area
where the radioactively-contaminated soils and processing byproducts are to be removed, as well
as the location of the previous industrial waste disposal area. As the map shows, and as ICF
Kaiser confirms, the area where the radioactive soil was disposed at Ashland 2, and which is the
area to be excavated, is separated from the industrial landfill by a creek. In addition, ICF Kaiser
reports that the area in which the byproducts were placed is clearly definable from the ground
and maps, and no excavation is currently anticipated to take place at the industrial landfill. In
any event, such excavation would not be included in the current removal action.

NRC Comment

3. Information and analyses were not provided to support an environmental analysis of the
potential impacts associated with the excavation of the material from the Ashland 2 site.

The NRC explains that in accordance with the National Environmental Protection Act of 1969,
as amended, NRC is required to assess the potential environmental impacts associated with its
licensing actions. For purposes of the Ashland 2 remediation, the NRC notes that potentially
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significant impacts may be associated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' ("USACE's")
excavation of material from the Ashland 2 property for transport offsite, particularly with regard
to wildlife habitats and wetland areas. The NRC requests that IUSA either (1)provide an
environmental report addressing the information identified in 10 CFR 51.45; or (2)alternatively.
if an environmental analysis has been performed by either the U.S. Department of Energy
("DOE") or the USACE, IUSA should provide a full description of the analyses conducted and
the conclusions reached by the DOE or the USACE.

IUSA Response

IUSA requests that NRC please review the ROD discussion of the environmental impact of the
removal action. In addition, IUSA provides the following description of the environmental
analyses conducted and the conclusions reached by the DOE and the USACE concerning the
selection of the remediation option for Ashland 2.

Under its authority to conduct the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
("FUSRAP"), the DOE conducted a Remedial Investigation ("RI"), Baseline Risk Assessment
("BRA"), and Feasibility Study ("FS") of the Tonawanda Site. All of these investigations
conformed with the CERCLA process for collecting sufficient data in a remedial investigaticn to
assess risks to both human health and ecological receptors, with the results being used to select
remedial actions in the FS. As is consistent with CERCLA process, as in the NEPA process,
community involvement was a key component in remedy selection; in fact, it drove the selected
remedy of off-site transport of the materials which were found to pose a risk to ecological
receptors.

In November 1993, DOE issued a Proposed Plan ("PP") for cleanup of the Tonawanda Site.
Numerous concerns and comments were raised by the community and their representatives
regarding the preferred alternative identified in the November 1993 PP and the proposed onsite
disposal of remedial action waste.

DOE listened to these concerns, and derived a site-specific cleanup guideline for the site based
on values important to the community and in compliance with CERCLA, as amended, and the
NCP. In September 1997, DOE prepared a revised PP for the Ashland sites. On October 13,
1997, the Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act was signed into law, transferring
responsibility for the administration and execution of FUSRAP from DOE to the USACE. As a
result of this transfer, the revised PP was not issued by DOE.

On November 10, 1997, after reviewing the history of the Ashland sites and potential remedial
alternatives, USACE issued the revised PP developed by DOE for cleanup of the Ashland sites.
The selected remedy for the Ashland sites, based on the studies and community input defined
above, is referred to as Alternative 2A in the PP issued on November 10, 1997. Soils exceeding
the site-specific derived guideline of 40 pCi/g thorium-230 will be excavated and shipped offsite,
to an appropriately licensed or permitted facility, and the site restored with backfill, loam, and
seed.
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USACE determined that the selected remedy is protective of human health and the environment.
complies with Federal and State requirements that are legally applicable or relevant and
appropriate to materials which are the subject of this response action, and is cost-effective. None
of the practicable remedial alternatives identified for the Ashland sites provided for onsite
treatment for the materials to be removed. Section 8.2 of the ROD details the advantages and
disadvantages of each of the alternatives, based on CERCLA criteria, as they were evaluated in
the FS.

In summary, as stated in the ROD, the intent of the selected remedial alternative, which is a
removal action, will result in the site having contaminated soil and residual processing materials
removed, and then clean fill being returned and the natural, pre-existing drainage pattern
restored. The soils will be revegetated to match the existing vegetation on site. There will be no
impact on wetlands, and the site will be improved environmentally when the radioactive soils are
removed and clean soil emplaced. There is no requirement for an EIS, because other ecological
assessments had been performed. One such ecological assessment, which meets Federal
guidelines, was the Ecological Risk Assessment for the Tonawanda Baseline Risk Assessment.
The Ecological Risk Assessment conformed with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's
general procedures for ecological assessments under CERCLA (USEPA, 1989), included
characterization of habitats and biota, screening of chemicals of concern ("COCs"), .and
assessment of potential impacts to biota, based on measured environmental concentrations of the
constituent and toxicological effects reported in literature. The ROD, in Section 6.3, cited the
results of the Ecological Risk Assessment as a basis for concluding that that remediation would
reduce potential risk to Ashland 2 wildlife and natural habitats.

NRC Comment

4. It is not clear what analyses will be conducted to ensure that materials containing listed
hazardous wastes are not received and processed at the White Mesa mill.

The NRC references NRC's alternate feed guidance issued on September 22, 1995, which
requires that license applications will not be approved to receive and process materials that are or
contain hazardous wastes listed under 40CFR 261.30-33 (or comparable Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act-authorized State regulations). Although, as NRC points out, there is at present
no indication of listed hazardous wastes at the Ashland 2 site, the NRC requests that IUSA
provide a copy of the sampling and analysis plan developed by ICF Kaiser for the confirmatory
sampling plan referenced in IUSA's application; and, that IUSA discuss any additional analyses
it will conduct and the record keeping procedures it will implement to ensure that materials
containing listed hazardous wastes are not received and processed at the White Mesa Mill.

IUSA Response
As stated above, a copy of the Sampling and Analysis Plan ("SAP"), which includes a Field
Sampling Plan ("FSP") and a Quality Assurance Project Plan ("QAPjP"), is enclosed for NRC's
review. ICF Kaiser will take additional field samples to confirm the absence of hazardous
wastes as listed in RCRA. Also, all soil being shipped to IUC willbe tested and manifested in
accordance with the SAP, to confirm the absence of hazardous wastes in the soil. The
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duplicative check-will ensure that no hazardous materials are transported in the materials
excavated and shipped to the White Mesa Mill. [USA has reviewed the SAP, and considers it
acceptable for purposes of ensuring that sufficient data are obtained and that quality control and
quality assurance measures will be in place to ensure that no materials containing hazardous
wastes are transported to the White Mesa mill. As the SAP is satisfactory to IUSA, IUSA would
not propose that additional independent sampling or analyses be performed. IUSA will require
that confirmatory sampling results be included in the material transfer packages, which [USA
will require be provided to IUSA in advance of shipments being received at White Mesa Mill.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Again, IUSA appreciates NRC's timely response to the Ashland 2 amendment request. We
sincerely hope that the information provided above is sufficient to allow the NRC to conclude
this review. Should your staff have any questions regarding this information, I can be reached at
303.389.4131.

Sincerely yours,

Michelle R. Rehmann
Environmental Manager

MRR/mrr
cc Ron E. Berg

William N. Deal
David C. Frydenlund
Earl E. Hoellen
Harold R. Roberts
James Park, U.S. NRC (with enclosures)
Bruce Howard, ICF Kaiser
William J. Sinclair, State of Utah
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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA •-.
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF ) DOCKET NO.,t.Y
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) )
CORPORATION'S AMENDMENT TO ) 0 AUG"3 1998NRC SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE ) •, A GAN

SUA-1358 ) S

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

The undersigned, Anthony J. Thompson, being an attorney at law in good standing

admitted to practice before the courts of the District of Columbia hereby enters his appearance as

counsel on behalf of licensee, International Uranium (USA) Corporation, in any proceeding re-

lated to the above-captioned matter.

In addition, Frederick S. Phillips, being an attorney at law in good standing admitted to

practice before the courts of the District of Columbia hereby enters his appearance as counsel on

behalf of licensee, International Uranium (USA) Corporation, in any proceeding related to the

above-captioned matter.

Anhq J.
Frederick S. Phillips
SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS
& TROWBRIDGE

2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128
Tel: (202) 663-8000
Fax: (202) 663-8007

Dated: August 3, 1998
601783
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NRC SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE
SUA-1358

) DOCKET NO.
)
)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the "Notice of Appearance" in the above-captioned pro-

ceeding have been served on the following by facsimile, on this 3rd day of August, 1998:

Mr. Joseph Holonich
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Md 20852

Mr. John C. Hoyle
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Office of Rulemakings and Adjudications
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

David J. Jordan, Esq.
Jill M. Pohlman, Esq.
Stoel Rives, L.L.P.
One Utah Center, Eleventh Floor
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-4904

Anthony J. Tho01 OfsTS
SHAW, PITT$S
& TROWBRI W '

2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128
Tel: (202) 663-8000
Fax: (202) 663-8007

Dated: August 3, 1998
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AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the "Notice of Appearance" and "Opposition of Interna-

tional Uranium (USA) Corporation to Envirocare of Utah, Inc.'s Request for Hearing" in the

above-captioned proceeding have been served on the following by facsimile, on this 3rd day of

August, 1998 and by First Class United States Mail on the 4th day of August, 1998:

Frederick S. Phillips
SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS
& TROWBRIDGE

2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128
Tel: (202) 663-8000
Fax: (202) 663-8007

Dated: August 4, 1998



Mr. Joseph Holonich
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Md 20852

Mr. John C. Hoyle
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Office of Rulemakings and Adjudications
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

David J. Jordan, Esq.
Jill M. Pohlman, Esq.
Stoel Rives, L.L.P.
One Utah Center, Eleventh Floor
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-4904


